
PRICE CONTROL AND RATIONING

PART I : ►.~ELECTIVE CONTROLS ; 1939-194 1

IN many respects the most important and controversial phase of our
inquiry related to the direct control of prices . We therefore found it

necessary to make a detailed examination of the history of the Wartime
Prices and Trade Board and to inquire as well into certain related aspects
of government activity affecting prices and supplies .

For this purpose .we_fQund-the__annu.al_ reports ._. of the 1'riees Beardi to

be the most comprehensive source of information on the subject and many
of the facts which appear in this chapter are taken therefrom. We also had
the advantage of testimony from the present Chairman of the Board,
Mr. K. W. Taylor, and from others who are, or were, at one time or other
connected with it in an administrative capacity . In addition, certain
supplementary information was obtained directly from the Board covering
particularly the past few months, for which pu blished material is scanty .

Apart from the factual account, which takes up the main part of this
chapter, we attempt at the end to appraise the histoxy of price control, to
point to its accomplishments as well as to its limitations .

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PRICES 130AR D

The Wartime Prices and Trade Board was established on September 3,
1939, by Order-in-Council under the War Measures Act. As we have seen,
it began its operations against an economic backgr ound of underemploy-
ment and some internal disequilibrium .

The duties of the Board were "to provide safeguards under war con-
ditions against undue enhancement in the prices of food, fuel, and other
necessaries of life, and to ensure an adequate supply and equitable distri-
bution of such commodities" . The Order-in-Council made it an offense for
any person (1) to sell any necessary of life at a price higher than is
"reasonable and just", and provided that any maximum price fixed by the
Board "shall be conclusively deemed to be reasonable and just" ; (2) to
withhoid from sale any necessary of life beyond an amount reasonably
required for the use or consumption of his household or for the ordinary
purpose of his business ; (3) unduly to prevent, limit, or license the manu-
facture, production, transportation, sale, supply or distribution of any
necessary of life. Penalties were fixed at a fine not exceeding $5,000 or
imprisonment for not more than two years, or both .

The powers of the Board were extended under another Order-in-
Council issued on December 5, 1939, after which they included the authority

► The first Report covered the period from 'September S . 1939, to March 31, 1943 ; the second from April 1, 1943,
to December 31 . 1948, and the remaining three the` i alendar years 1944 . 1946 and 1946 .
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to investigate costs, prices and profits ; to license persons who dealt in any

way in necessaries of life ; to f ix maximum prices and mark-ups ; to regulate
the sale and distribution of necessaries of life ; to take possession of stocks

being withheld ;- to buy and sell goods ; and to recommend embargoes on

exports. The powers to enforce licensing, to fix maximum prices or mark-
ups, to prohibit exports, to buy and sell, and to take possession of
necessaries of life, were exercisable only with the consent and approval
of the Governor General in Council . In September, 1940, the powers of the
Board were_f urther extended to control rentals and housing accommodation,
Other extensions of power in the late summer of 1941 were preparatory
to the introduction of the over-all price ceiling and will be discussed in the
next section of this chapter.

ORGANIZATION OF SUPPLY

The immediate problem facing the Board upon its inception was to
organize the supply of certain commodities where interruptions were caused
or threatened by wartime conditions . For example, most of Canada's pre-
war wool supply came from Australia and New Zealand, and at the out-
break of the war the British government purchased the entire output of
those countries for the duration of the war and one clip thereafter .

Similarly, more than three-quarters of Canada's pre-war sugar supply
came from Empire sources, chiefly Australia, the British West Indies, Fiji,
Mauritius and South Africa, and again the British government purchased
the entire exportable surplus . It was consequently decided that the Board
should arrange for continued supplies of wool through the British Wool
Control and for the Board to purchase Canadian requirements of sugar
through the British Sugar Control .

The Board encouraged the Canadian production of some goods fori ner-

ly imported. For example, the occupation of Norway and the dislocation of
the British fishing industry made it difficult for Canada to get her normal
supply of cod liver oil, and following a survey conducted by the Board, a
rapid expansion of p~~ocessing facilities in the Maritime provinces and

eastern Quebec resulted in the 1939 output of 56,000 gallons of cod liver
oil of medicinal and feeding grades being increased to more than 200,000

gallons in 1941. As another illustration, the Board was able to facilitate
the establishment of a privately financed wool combing plant at Acton,
Ontario, from which it was possible to produce a substantial quantity
of tops to supplement normal imports from the United Kingdom . l

To assist in the organization of supply, it was decided at various times
to institute export control on wool, hides and leather, fish livers and oils,
animal fats and mill feeds . Domestic licensing was introduced in the case
of coal and hides and leather. All coal dealers and all dealers in and

manufacturers of hides and leather were required to obtain a license f rom
the Board ; ' this licensing system gave the Board a ready method of get-
ting essential information from and to each member of the industry and i t

) Cf . Chapter 6 , Vol . 111, P ri mary Textiles .
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also provided a means of disciplining those who were recalcitrant in obey-
ing orders of the Board . Anti-waste campaigns, as in the case of butter, and
steps to detect and prevent hoarding were other methods of increasing
supply.

PRICE AND RENT FIXING
During this pre-ceiling period price fixing was carried out in the case

of just four commodities, wool, butter, bread and flour, and on rents ; and
for each of the commodities it was only a temporary measure .

Apart from these specific price fixing orders the Board claims to
have

"exercised a strong influence against price increaâes through its
power to investigate and prosecute any cases of alleged profiteering
and the known fact that it stood prepared to follow up all complaints
regarding unreasonable price enhancement" .

Also, the Board stated that in a number of cases, for example, Inill
feeds, price increases were prevented or limited by discussion with the
industry without the necessity of formal control .

Rent control during this early period was of more significance in the
broad field of wartime price controls than were the price fixing orders
because it set the pattern for the nation-wide rental ceiling adopted 14
months later. The lafte movements of population into certain areas which
became centres for the armed forces or for war industries caused acute
housing shortages in these areas and rents started to rise sharply. It was
decided, therefore, to place a ceiling on rents in such localities. By the
first rentals order, effective on October 1, 1940, rentals in fifteen localities
were fixed at their levels as at January 2, 1940 . Provision, however, was
made for local committees to hear appeals in cases where special circum-
stances rendered the January, 1940, r. ent inappropriate as a ceiling. By
subsequent orders, rent control was later extended to other congested areas .
From the outset rental ceilings were based on actual rents during some
"basic period" rather than on the principle of a "fair return" .

PART II : OVER-ALL PRICE CEILING ; 194 1-1 945

TRANSITION PERIODGrm ing Pressures

During the second and third quarters of 1941 the pressures on the
Canadian economy increased greatly . The 4.%.nand for war goods from
Canada, both raw materials and manufactured articles, had been relatively
low during 1939 and early 1940, but after the invasion and collapse of the
Low Countries and France in May and June 1940, there was a sudden
change .

The Gross National Product, which had been $5,598 million in 1989,
was $6,772 million in 1940 and in 1941 was $8,434 million, or $496 .8,
$595.0 and $732.9 on a per capita basis . This compared with $608 .5 per
capita in 1928, and the cost-of-living index in 1941 still averaged only 92 .7
per cent of the 1928 level so the increase in real output was probably even
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greater than these -figures indicate . As a result of this rapid expansion,
the labour market by the summer of 1941 was becomirxg much tighter . It
is true that estimates indicate that unemployment on June 1, 1941 was
eight per cent of the civilian labour force, but this was a vast decrease
from two years earlier. Considerable "bidding up" of wages by employers
was becoming apparent . Furthermore, the supply of raw materials, parts
and finished goods from the United States which previously had seemed
almost unlimited, was being affected by the rapid development of the arn ia-
ment program within that country.

Another consequence of this greatly increased economic activity was

the rapidly rising spending power of the Canadian consumer . Total personal

incomes in Canada were estimated at $4,291 million in 1939, $4,926 million

in 1940 and $5,873 million in 1941. Personal payments of direct taxes and
personal savings also rose but by lesser amounts ; the total.. of the two was
$430 million in 1939 and $859 million in 1941, with the result that personal
expenditures on consumer goods and services rose from $3,861 million in
1939 to $5,014 million in 1941 .

Until this time it had been possible to satisfy the increased demand
for consumer goods as well as the growing war needs, because the country's
total production was expanding so rapidly . The time was clearly approach-
ing, however, when this would no longer be possible because the resources
formerly unemployed had now almost completely been put into use and
the demands of war continued relentlessly to expand .

These various pressures were having their effect on prices . The

wholesale price index (1926= 100) was 78.4 in September, 1939 ; it rose to

81 .7 by December, 1939, and by March, 1941, fifteen months later, had

reached 86 .0. In the six months between March, 1941 and October, 1941,
however, it rose by as much as it had in the previous 24 months to 93 .9 .

The movement of the cost-of-living index was very similar. On the base

1935-1939=100, it was at 100 .8 in August, 1939, 103 .8 in December, 1939,

108.2 in March, 1941 and 115 .5 in October, 1941 .

Choice of Methods of Control
By the fall of 1941 it was evident that a new phase of the inflationary

spiral was on the point of developing . That greatly intensified measures
were essential to combat it was clear, and much attention was given during
the summer and early fall of 194 1' to what form these measures should
take .

For reasons which are outlined in Chapter 6, it was decided that fiscal
and monetary actions, though an essential part of the fu ll program, co uld
not be depended upon to curb the powerful inflationary forces then being

put in motion. More direct action was necessary . Which should it be, an
intensification of the use of selective controls, firmly fixing prices and
regulating uses but confining these actions to key and basic commodities ;
or placing a price ceiling on all goods and services, with accompanying
production and distribution controls? The choice fell on the over-all

a
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ceiling policy, for reasons which were outlined by the Minister of Finance
in the house of Commons on November 6, 1941, and have been further
discussed by Mr . K.- W. Taylor.' Briefly, the advantages of the over-all
ceiling were stated to be as follows :

(a) It is non-discriminatory ; it puts everyone under the same
restrictions. Selective controls, on the other hand, prevent only
those who are making "socially necessary" goods from raising their
prices, and lets all others, whose activities may be contributing little
or nothing to the war effort, charge what the traffic will bear .

(b) It is administratively and politically much easier than selective
controls which in a quickly developing inflationary spiral require
the constant and detailed checking of price and supply conditions .
This takes much skill and valuable time, and danger spots ma well
reach alarming proportions almost before they are discoverec : Also
there will be endless pressure on the control authorities in respect
to all important commodities, the direction of the pressure depend-
ing upon whether the party concerned is a producer, or a user of
the article in question .

(c) It has the advantage of fixing all prices in a relationship to each
other which is determined by the forces of supply and demand
operating 'in the open market prior to the introduction of the
ceiling and is not empirically chosen as would be the case with
selective controls . Eventually, of course, changing circumstances
may make certain of the "ceiling" relationships no longer applicable,
but to deal with such adjustments is simpler than the infinitely
complicated problems involved in determining "fair" prices for
controlled articles when other items entering into their production
costs are uncontrolled and are continually rising in price .

(d) It tends to stabilize production, whereas selective controls would
encourage materials and manpower to be transferred into the
manufacture and distribution of uncontrolled, and therefore, by
definition less necessary, goods.

(e) Becaus :. of the fact that the uncontrolled items would be continually
exerting upward pressure on the prices of controlled items by en-
tering into their costs, selective controls could only retard the up-
ward movement.

The A i i i iouncement of the Ceiling

Meanwhile, steps were taken to increase and clarify the authority of
the Prices Board . On August 14, 1941, the control and supervision of the
Wartime Prices and Trade Board was transferred from the Minister of
Labour to the Minister of Finance, thus unifying both fiscal and direct
anti-inflationary policy under the one Minister. At the same time the Board
was given authority to control consumer credit .

'Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science, February, 1947 .
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On August 28, the authority of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board
was extended from " iiecessaries of 1i-L„" to "goods and services" except
for the supply and allocation of materials essential to the war effort which
were placed under the jurisdiction of the Wartime Industries Cont rol
Board in the Department of Munitions and Supply . It was also provided
that no order or regulation of any Dominion or Provincial autho izty
establishing specific or maximum or minimum prices or mark-ups should
be valid unless concurred in by the Wartime Prices and Trade Board.
Thus the Board became the final administrative authority, in the whole
field of price control .

On October 14, the Board brought under control consumer credit in
respect to a long list of articles, the down payment on which was fixed at
331/8 per cent (or in some cases more), the balance being payable in not
more than twelve months. Subsequent orders placed additional articles
under the regulations, made some alterations in the terms, and placed
limitations on the length of time that charge accounts could remain un-
paid.

On October 18, thé Prime Minister announced the introduction of
the over-all price ceiling. His statement referred to the growing inflation-
ary pressures, the disastrous effects that inflation would have on the
war effort and on the solution of post-war problems, and the limitation
of selective controls under these conditions . The prices of finished goods
could not successfully be controlled, he said, unless their costs of production
were also controlled . Consequently, the principle of wage control, intro-
duced at the end of 1940 for wartime industries on a somewhat tentative
basis, was to be extended to cover all industry . From then on no employer
in industry or commerce, agriculture and fishing being notable exemptions,
would be allowed to increase the basic wage rate without the permission
of the National War Labour Board or a Regional War Labour Board . A
cost-of-living bonus was to be paid, adjustable each quarter if the cost-of-
living index at the quarterly date had risen or fallen by one point since
the last quarterly date . The principles on which the War Labour Boards
were to allow wage increases changed from time to time, and in November,
1943 the cost-of-living bonus was abandoned, the existing bonus being
incorporated into the basic wage rate. At that time the government
promised to review the whole policy of price and wage control and to take
appropriate action if the cost-of-living index should rise by more than
three per cent and remain at that level for two consecutive months .

Salary control was announced shortly afterwards, November 6, by
the Minister of Finance in the House of Commons . It was considerably more
rigid than wage control, without any cost-of-living bonus except at the
lower levels and making "up-grading" or "promotion" much more difficult
than was the case with wage-earners .

Finally, the Prime Minister referred to the special position of agri-
culture, pointing out that, with certain notable exceptions, particularly
wheat, the prices of farm products had risen most satisfactorily in the

1
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past two years. He then announced that payments, amounting to roughly
$20 million, would be made to western Canadian farmers in order to
supplement their incomes and that, in order to make increased feed supplies
available in eastern Canada for the production of bacon and dairy products,
transportation costs would be paid on feed grain and other feeds from the
head of the Lakes to points in eastern Canada.

THE CEII.IN( ,

Its Provisions
The over-all price ceiling came into effect on December 1, 1941 . Its

provisions and the necessary enlargement of powers of the Wartime Prices
and Trade Board were set forth in two Orders-in-Councïl adopted on
November 1, 1941, and entitled "The Maximum Price Regulations" and
"The Wartime Prices and Trade Regulations" . Two further Orders-in-
Council defining the rentals ceiling and giving the Board the necessary
powers to enforce it were passed on November 21, 1941, and were entitled

"The Maximum Rentals Regulations" and "The Wartime Leasehol d Regu-
lations" . 1

The price ceiling applied to all goods unless specifically' excepted by
the Board and to those services specified in the Maximum Price Regu-
lations. It laid down that, unless the Board ordered otherwise, the highest
price at which any person might sell any goods or those services listed in
the Regulations was the highest lawful price at which he had sold those
goods or services during the four weeks from September 15 to October 11,
1941, which was dPtermined as the "basic period" . The Regulations ex-
empted the following types of transaetions :

(a) any sale of goods for export where such export is made by the
seller or his agent ;

(b) any saxe to the Department of ML aitions and Supply or any agency
thereof ;

(c) the sale by any person of his personal household effects ;

(d) isolated sales of goods or services by any person not in the business
of selling such goods or services ; I

(e) bills of exchange, securities, title deeds, and other similar instru-
ments ;

(f) sales of goods by auction in cases where such procedure is the
normal practice and is followed in good faith and Nvithout any inten-
tion of evading or attempting to evade the provisions of the regu-
lations or of any order .

The services to which the ceiling applied were : the supplying of

electricity, gas, steam heat and water ; telegraph, wireless and teleph one

services ; the transportation of goods and persons, and the provision of

'For a full list of all Wartime Orders-in-Councils relating to price cont ro l see "Statutca, Orders and Official State-
menta Relating to Canadian \Vartime Economic Controls", by Sheila I . Stewart, The Canadian Journal of
Nconomics and Political Science, February, 1947 .
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dock, harbour, and pier facilities ; warehousing and storage ; undertaking

and embalming ; laundering, cleaning, tailoring and dressmaking ; hairdress-

ing and beauty parlour services, plumbing, heating, painting, decorating ,

cleaning and renovating ; repaira of all kinds ; the supply of meals, re-
freshments and beverages ; the exhibiting of moving pictures .

Authority and Responsibilities of the Board
The Board had the power to exempt any good or service from the

price ceiling or to include under the ceiling any service not specified in
the Maximum Price Regulations. It could fix maximum, minimum or

specific prices for all goods and services. It had authority over the pro-
duction, distribution and selling of those goods and services which did not
come under the authority of the Department of Munitions and Supply . It

could, however, regulate the production, distribution and selling of goods

and services coming under that Department if the action was requested
or concurred in by the Chairman of the Wartime Industries Control Board ,

There was some overlapping between the Prices Board and the Depart-
ments of Agriculture, Fisheries, and Munitions and Supply . The position

between the Board and the Departments of Agriculture and Fisheries was
clarified by a statement in the House of Commons by the Minister of
Finance in February, 1943, which laid down that the two departments would
have responsibility for ensuring adequate production of all agricultural or
fisheries commodities, for the diversion of those commodities to the armed
forces and other priority users, and for presenting to Council recommen-
dations for subsidies to be paid to primary producers . The Prices Board

was given the duty of estimating and defining, in consultation with other
interested departments or agencies, the over-all domestic needs for food,
and was made responsible for food imports, for distribution of all foods to
retailers and to civilian consumers, and for all consumer rationing . It also

retained the final responsibility in all matters of price .

Overlapping between the Prices Board and the Department of Muni-
tions and Supply arose from the fairly wide range of goods which were used
both for war and civilian purposes. The division of authority was made
on the general principle that the Prices Board had jurisdiction over those
raw materials and end-products which were chiefly required for civilian
use and the Department of Munitions and Supply over those chiefly re-
quired for war purposes .

The Wartime Prices and Trade Board exercised its powers by Orders

issued by the Board or by its Administrators acting under authority

granted to them by the Board . Since it functioned in much the same waY
as the Wartime Industries Control Board and its Controllers, cônc- ~ .derable

uncertainty arose when, in the latter part of 1942, the defendant to an
action questioned the right of a Controller of the Department of Munitions
and Supply to issue Orders and received from the court a judgment in his

favour. To settle the issue the government immediately referred to the
Supreme Court of Canada a question which was, in effect, whether the
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Governor-in-Council had power under the War Measures Act to constitute
such boards as the Wartime Prices and Trade Board and the Wartime
Industries Control Board and to authorize them to exercise the powers

vested in them by their own Orders and by Orders of their Administrators

and Controllers . The court unanimously decided, in January, 1943, that
the Governor-in-Council had such power and that the Orders of the Board

and their Administrators and Controllers, if made pursuant to the powers
given to them, were valid and enforceable.

The following quotation from the judgment of the Supreme Court
outlines the principle on which it was based :

"The powers conferred upon the G overnor-in-Council by the
War Measures Act constitute a law-making authority, an authority
to pass legislative enactments such as should be deemed necessary
and advisable by reason of war ; and, when acting within those

limits, the Gove rnor-in-Council is vested with plenary powers of
legislation as large and of the same nature as those of Parliament

itself. Within the ambit of the Act by which his authority is
measured, the Governor-in-Council is given the same authority as
is vested in Parliament itself . He has been given a law-making

power .
Th e conditions for the exercise of that power are : The existence

of a state of war, or apprehended war, and that the orders or
regulations are deemed advisable or necessary by the Governor-in-
Council by reason of such state of war, or apprehended wai .

Parliament retains its power intact and can, whenever it pleases,
take the matter directly into its own hands . Ilow far it shall seek

the aid of subordinate agencies and how long it shall continue them
in existence, are matters for Parliament and not for courts of law
to decide. Parliament has not abdicated its general legislative

powers. It has not effaced itself, as has been suggested . It has

indicated no intention of abandoning control and has made aban-
donment of control, in fact . The subordinate instrumentality, which
it has created for exercising the powers, remains responsible direct-
ly to Parliament and depends upon the will of Parliament for the
continuance of its official existence."

PRICE PROBLEMS AND POLICI E S

The introduction of the over-all price ceiling created all manner of
problems. These are dealt with at some length in the various reports of
the Wartime Prices and Trade Board. The following sections give the
barest outline of some of the major problems and the lines along which
solutions were worked out. Nevertheless there may be a risk that this
summary treatment will leave the wrong impression . We therefore draw

attention to the evidence given by Mr . Taylor when discussing the problem

of mark-up control which must have been only one among thousands of
similar cases with which the Board had to deal .

f
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"It really becomes quite a complicated problem because prices
of those commodities can vary quite widely even from day to day .
Generally speaking, it is difficult to justify and compel the sale of
the same quality goods at different prices on the same market on
the same day, and yet even the same importer may have two or
three cars of oranges arrive on the same day that left their desti-
nations on different days and which were bought at different
laid-down costs .

To meet that situation we have to go into what are rather
elaborate prescriptions of paper work in form of reporting car
numbers, actual laid-down costs and average costs over very short
periods of time . At one stage we even found that we had to requi r e
that the car number be marked on each invoice . However, we have
been able to simplify that to some extent ."

Kisinp Costs and Other 1)iffi cult ies

One immediate problem was caused by what is known as the "tini e
lag" in price movements . Goods are normally sold at a retail price based
on the cost of the goods when they were purchased from the wholesaler
some time previously . The wholesaler has similarly based his price on the
cost of goods at the time when he bought them from the manufacture!-, the
manufacturer's price being in large part determined by the cost of the
raw materials and labour at the time that he purchased or employed tliem .
In short, the retail price of an article is based on costs which were incurred
perhaps a considerable number of months previously . Consequently, in
times of sharply rising prices, the replacement cost will be substantially
above the appropriate price at which the goods are being sold . As a result
of this, when the ceiling was introduced, many Canadian retailers and
other business men found themselves unable to make replacements at a
price which would give them anything like the normal rate of return .

Higher import prices and higher shipping costs were also factors . Be-
cause of the very large volume of raw materials, parts, or manufactured
goods imported into Canada from the United States, the continuing rise in
American prices for some months after the introduction of the Canadian
ceiling_ contributed substantially to higher costs . Mr. K. W. Taylor, testify-
ing before the Special Committee on Prices, stated that if American prices
had not subsequently been brought under control "the strain on Canadian
controls might well have become intolerable ."1 Increased ocean frei gfht
rates and marine insurance costs resulted from the spread of the war for
the United States entered the war just one week after the introduc tion of
the ceiling .

Two further factors, of importance at the imposition of the ceiling,
exercised even greater pressure somewhat later . The first of these was
higher labour costs. Labour in agriculture and fishing was not under wage

' iJvidence, Special Committee on Pricea, p . 55, and Cf . Chapter 4, External Influences on the Canadian Pricc
Level .

0
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control. All industries included under the Wage Order had to pay an
additional cost-of-living bonus of 60 cents a week in July, 1942 . In the
case of a substantial number of firms the War Labour Boards had regarded
their wages as depre ,sed and had approved increases . Many employers
engaged in considerable "up-grading" as a concealed form of wage increase
to keep workers. Furthermore, the great demand for manpower, and
womanpower_ . from the armed services and war industries increased the
rate of labour turnover in most civilian industries with the result that
more time had to be spent on the training of employees before they could
reach normal efficiency. Further a generally less experienced group of
people were finding their way into industry and took much longer to train
than the pre-war employee, in many cases perhaps never reaching the
saine efficiency. All of this raised labour costs .

Operating costs also rose for other reasons . For example, decreased
production in some industries raised unit costs . In certain cases scarcities
of material involved the use of more costly substitutes . Also land trans-
portation had to be used in some cases instead of the normal and cheaper
«•ater transportation . Irregularities in the flow of supplies interrupted
production and kept machinery and labour underemployed and because the
employer did not like to lay off labour for temporary reasons for fear that
he would not get it back, his unit costs were increased . Also, by creating
unbalanced invento2ies, these interruptions in supply tended to raise in-
ventory carrying charges .

Another in fluence on costs was the steady upward 1 ,ressure of farm
prices. The reasons for this pressure and its results have been set forth by
Mr. Taylor . '

"The farm pressure was never intransigent or intractable, but it
rarely relaxed. The reason for this was not liard to state, notwith-
standing the relatively greater rise in farm prices compared with
non,,.farm prices nor the very great expansion in farm cash in-
comes. Farm prices are in effect the farmer's wages, and the
prominence given to industrial wage discussions brought home to
the masses of farmers as never before both the absolute level of
urban skilled wages and the rate of increase . Admittedly the ceiling
was holding their material and equipment costs effectively, but
there was no wage ceiling on farm labour and farm labour was
desperately short . Farmers felt that they were being urged greatly
to increase production but found themselves without hired help or
with indi~'erent help at two or three times the pre-war wages . Farm
labour turnover was extremely high, making it difficult to plan the
farm program for the year. In relation to demand the supply of
farm machinery was short, and shortages of lumber, repair parts,
or milk cans tended to breed an irritated frustation . Agriculture
as a whole steadily and sincerely supported the price stabilization
program, but there were always good reasons, first for this group

}
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-- ~' Canadian Journal of hconomice and Political Science, FebruRry . 1947 .
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and then that, first this season and then next, to press for some
adjustment `to bring them into proper relationship' . Food prices
continued to rise until the autumn of 1943, but after that date
were held steady for nearly two years, though not without some
increases in agricultural subsidies."

The problem produced by rising costs pressing against the ceiling
was colloquially known as "the squeeze" and the first method of attacking
it was "rolling back and sharing the squeeze". Steps were taken to dis-
tribute the increased cost among the retailer, wholesaler, manufacturer, and
primary producer or importer, this being done by slightly lowering the
ceiling at the appropriate stages of the trade behind the retailer so that
the whole burden did not rest on him. At the same time, costs were lowered
where possible by "simplification" of production and curtailment of special
services. Finally, if these two methods taken together were insufficient and
the goods were considered essential, the government either paid a subsidy,
remitted import duties, or purchased the raw materials in bulk and sold
them to the trade at a loss.

In a limited number of cases, where subsidies or other forms of finan-
cial assistance were regarded as inadvisable, price increases were granted .

In very few cases, however, was the retail ceiling altered . Neither was it
usually the policy of the Board to give financial assistance or permit price
increases to compensate for wage increases .

Other Price Problem s
Several other problems were encountered. New goods which were not

on the market at the time of the basic period required a ceiling price to be
established by the Board . Seasonal prices of many basic commodities, parti-
cularly agrzcultural products happened to be at about their low point
during the basic period and would normally be expected to rise somewhat
at other times of the year even if prices generally were stabilized. There
was the problem of "anomalous prices", prices of a particular article sold
by a particular manufacturer or retailer which for some reason or other
were substantially lower than those for comparable articles sold by com-
parable manufacturers or retailers during the basic period .

For goods where it was difficult to establish the price at the basic
period, or where for other reasons an "individual ceiling" for each seller
was difficult to administer, a standard maximum price was established
which sometimes varied by regions . In a few cases the goods were
exempted from the ceiling. There was a further problem in price-qualit y
relationships, for a deterioration of quality is equivalent to an increase
in price and the disappearance of low-priced goods from the market results
in an increase in the cost of living.

The various solutions of all of these problems will be discussed in
greater detail in the following sections .
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Rolling Back and Sharing the Squeez e
Many examples of this can be found in the Prices Board Reports,

particularly the first Report . One of the best examples was leather foot-
wear, which was a case involving the sharing of the squeeze, the intro-
duction of simplification measures, and the payment of a subsidy . Soon
after the ceiling was adopted it was the judgment of the Board that
without relief, shoe manufacturers could not carry on under the retail
ceiling. An investigation was made by the Board which indicated that
approximately 15 per cent of the manufacturers' ceiling prices would have
to be absorbed to enable the industry to carry on without serious difficulty,
provided that the cost of leather was maintained at basic period prices . I

t was arranged that four per cent would be passed on to the wholesale retail
group, that the manufacturers would absorb four per cent and that a
temporary subsidy would be paid to take care of the remaining seven per

cent. A simplification program was then introduced, which took care of
about three per cent of the squeeze and made it possible to reduce the
subsidy to four per cent. Later still the subsidy was eliminated.

In many cases, the squeeze was absorbed within the industry, and
sometimes within one section of the industry . Manufacturers of hosiery, for
example, met a 20 per cent increase in the cost of bemberg yarn and a large
rayon manufacturer absorbed an increase of two cents a yard. For rayon
piece goods an arrangement was made by which manufacturers agreed not
to charge more than 10 per cent above the prices they had charged for
similar products in January, 1941, although the costs had risen a good deal
more. The rest of the trade absorbed the remainder of the squeeze. As an
example of "rolling back the squeeze", the prices of all primary cotton
fabrics were rolled back to the February 1941 level, and the processors
had their raw cotton subsidized down to prices which were appropriate
to that level .

S implification and Conservation Measure s
The simplification and conservation program involved the limitation

of the number of lines or types of goods that could be manufactured, or
services that could be given. For example, the many and varied restrictions
on the style of men's, women's and children's clothing, in general were
designed to cut down the unnecessary use of cloth without destroying
the essential usefulness of the garment. Styles involving "cloth on cloth"
were prohibited and the length of ladies' dresses was restricted . There

were limitations on the types of paper that could be made, the number
of colours and types of paints, the number of designs of cotton print cloth,
and countles~4 other things . There was a long list of goods in which no metal
could be used other than gold or silver. The form of packaging of a -w ide

variety of articles was controlled and there were limitations on the types
and styles of containers . As examples of limited services, there Nt•ere a

number of restrictions on the delivery of goods, perhaps the best known of
which was that no order could be delivered when the total purchase was
less than $1.00.
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These restrictions were introduced for various purposes, scme of
them, as has already been indicated, to cut down expenses, and others to
conserve scarce goods, labour, or transportation space. However, irrespec-
tive of the immediate purpose of their origin, most of them served a number
of ends. The limitation on the variety of lines of goods that might be
manufactured cut down manufacturing costs because it reduced the time
wasted in changing over from one line to the other, and in the same way
it saved labour. Fewer lines allowed lower inventories, which both cut
expenses by reducing the amount spent on carrying charges and saved
materials by reducing the number of items lying idle on the shelves . The
restriction on deliveries conserved gasoline, rubber and labour and also
reduced operating expenses . Consumer credit restrictions, which were
introduced to limit the demand for goods, also had the effect of diminish-
ing the number of bad debts and consequently reducing the expense of
carrying and attempting to collect these debts . On the other hand, some
of the conservation measures resulted in higher ratlier than lower oper-
ating costs by forcing the manufacturer to use a more expensive substitute ;
some of the limitations on the use of metal had this effect .

All of these restrictions resulted, of course, in limiting competition
in regard to the variety of good or service offered-a very important form
of competition . If they had been initiated under normal conditions by the
industries themselves for the purpose of preventing the resulting economies
from being passed on to the public instead of having been imposed by a
government authority acting in the public interest they would most certain-ly have aroused the concern of the Commissioner of the Combines Investi-
gation Act. The post-war implications of the imposition of these rest ric-
tions, many of which seemed to be welcome to the industry in question, are
discussed later in Chapter 11 .

~ .~'u bsid ies, Retnissioti of Du t ies and 7'rading Losse s
Subsidies, remission of customs duties and bulk purchasing leading

to trading losses can all be covered under the one heading for they were
different mean.s of achieving the same end, and the principles governing
them were essentially the same . Subsidies and other financial assistance
were given either when the "squeeze" of costs against the ceiling was so
great that a curtailment of production was threatened or when it was felt
that a higher return to the producer would encourage additional production
of an essential article. Most of the subsidies of this latter type known as
"incentive subsidies" were paid by the Department of Agriculture or the
Department of Munitions and Supply, but there were a few which fell
within the jurisdiction of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board. One
example was canned fruits and vegetables, (later extended to jams and
jellies) fruit and vegetable containers and wood fuel . To encourage the
maximum production of these commodities, it was considered desirable to
protect the producers against possible loss resulting from stocks being
left on their hands at the end of the season . Consequently the Board under-
took to purchase any surplus stocks at an agreed price .

Is m
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At this point it may be useful to summarize some of the arguments

used to explain the purpose of subsidies .
A good deal of emphasis was placed upon the point that subsidies

were paid in the interests of consumers. As a matter of administrative
efficiency, the actual subsidy payments we re made at the point in the
industry where there was the smallest number of concerns and as near the
start of the process as possible, that is, the manufacturing or importing
level rather than the wholesale or retail level . But the subsidy was not
intended to benefit those to whom it was paid . The purpose of all sub-
sidies was to permit. goods to be sold at a lower price than would otherwise
have been possible .

Another question was raised from time to time, namely, what real
benefits were obtained from subsidies, even admitting that they resulted
in lower prices, since the money to pay for them came out of the pocket
of the consumer in the form of taxes ? The answer given by the Board
was in two parts, first, that the payment of subsidies at an early stage
of the process prevented pyramiding of costs and therefore cost a good
deal less than the rise in price that would otherwise have occurred and,
second, that whereas the burden of rising prices for essentials of life
falls on the rich and poor alike, taxes are to a considerable extent levied
in accordance with ability to pay .

Various statements outlining the principles on which subsidies on
imported goods would be paid were issued from time to time ; the principle

that t fi.e " subsidies would be paid only on goods which were both essential

and came under the price ceiling was continually adhered to . For example,

no subsidies were payable on goods destined for sale to the Department
of Munitions and Supply or for export but the lists of goods which were
declared ineligible for subsidy and those requiring approval prior to the

importation of the goods both became progressively larger .

Early in 1942 a "limitation of subsidy formula", popularly known as
"profit control", was introduced in the case of certain industries, in
consultation with the industry, and was subsequently extended with
appropriate variations to meet individual cases, to a wide variety of
industries . It was explained to us by Mr. Taylor in his evidence that it
was not the policy of the government to subsidize any company into
earning "excess profits" and thus a subsidy was regarded as an accountable
advance and was repayable to the extent that the company's ea rn ings
exceeded 116-% per cent of "standard profits". This was the point at
which the 100 per cent excess profits tax became effective . Consequently

any company receiving subsidies and being in the excess profits tax bracket
was deprived of the 20 per cent portion of the tax which was refundable
after the war. The explanation given by the Minister of Finance was "that

the subsidy in conjunction with the special conditions attached to it should
leave the industry in a worse, not a better, profit position than before the
price ceiling was imposed ."1

1 }iouee of Commone Debatte, April 23. 1942 .
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The profit control clause in subsidies served two purposes . Firstly,

it permitted the Board to pay subsidies tc an industry, in the knowledge
that all subsidies contributing to excess profits on the part of the more
efficient companies would be returned to the Treasury . This, of course,
was in effect subsidizing only the less efficient companies in the industry .
Profit control also permitted the Board to give immediate assurances, of
protection to an industry which was facing great uncertainties and did
not know whether or not it could continue to produce without loss . The

Board knew that if conditions subsequently turned out to be better than
had been represented, and the subsidy proved to be unnecessary, it would
be returned to the Treasury .

It was pointed out in evidence before us by Mr. Taylor that the effect

of the profit control clause in limiting the total amount of subsidy payments ,
was very great. However, it seems to us impossible to measure statistical-
ly the effect, because we are informed that as soon as the formu la became

known and its operation understood, a very considerable number of com-

panies did not apply for subsidy, knowing that they were in the excess
profits tax bracket and would merely have to refund what they received .

In his evidence before us Mr. Taylor stated that the total amount

paid out in subsidies under the jurisdiction of the Wartime Prices and
Trade Board was $398 million from December 1, 1941, to March 31, 1948,
and of this amount approximately $230 million were paid on imported

goods, the remaining $16 8 million being on - domestic goods . In addition,

net trading losses on bulk purchases amounted to $69,900,000 . This figure,

however, related only to trading losses of t he Commodity Prices Stabiliza-

tion Corporation ' and other ,affiliated companies of the Prices Board and
did not include the accounts of the Sugar Administration which, as of
August 31, 1948, had a reserve fund built up largely out of profits on
imports of raw sugar, amounting to $17,178,000. These subsidy figures
do not include certain important subsidies on food products paid by the
Department of Agriculture or by the Department of Finance and also
certain subsidies paid by the Department of Munitions and Supply which
amounted during the same period to approximately $500 million .

Before leaving the question of subsidies and other forms of financial
assistance, reference should be made to certain subsidies introduced late
in 1942 for the express purpose' of holding the cost of living stable. As the

first Report of the Prices Board described the situation, between October
1, 1941 and July 2, 1942, the cost-of-living index rose by 2.4 points (August

1939!!=100), which meant an increase in the cost-of-living bonus of 60

cents a week. On November 1, 1942, the index had risen by another 0 .7

points, and there seemed little doubt that before long a further increase
in the cost-of-living bonus would become -necessary . A steadily increasing
cost-of-living bonus raised costs and would have made it progressively hard-
er for the Prices Board to disregard wage increases as a reason for financia l

' A Crown Company operating under the direction of the wartime Prices and Trade Board .
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assistance. Further, the rise in the cost of living affected everybody in
the country whereas important sectors of the economy were excluded from
the cost-of-living bonus .

To offset the increase in the cost-of-living index between October 1,
1941, and July 2, 1942, which had been caused almost entirely by an in-
crease in the price of food the government decided to introduce a program
of subsidies and remission of duties expressly designed to lower the cost
of milk, oranges, tea and coffee . The action was effectiv e . In the month

between December 1, 1942, and January 1, 1943, the cost-of-living index

declined by 1 .7 points to a level only 0.8 of a point above that of November
it 1941. From that date until the end of 1945 the cost-of-living index rose

by only 3 .8 points .
Price Increase s

The price increase for coal was of rather special interest for it was
the only occasion on which a price increase was granted explicitly because
of a wage increase. Late in 1943, there was a strike in the western Canadian
coal fields and wage increases of $1 .00 per day and holidays with pay were
granted as the result of a recommendation by a Royal Commission . Shortly
thereafter substantial increases were also granted to coal miners in
Saskatchewan and Nova Scotia by the National War Labour Board . It was
considered that the mine operators could not themselves meet these higher
production costs, so the government authorized an increase in the price of
domestic coal and directed the Wartime Prices and Trade Board to deter-

- mine the appropriate amount .

New (Y' oods not on the Market at the Time of the Ceilirc y

New goods became an increasingly important matter as key materials
became scarce and more substitutes had to be used. It was important, in
many cases, that commodities manufNctured from these substitutes should
be made available, but the Board had to take particular care to see that
the device of "new" goods was not used, as it easily could have been,
to obtain a hidden price increase for goods that were essentially the same
as the "old" goods . New goods were divided into three classes :

(a) "Identical goods" : goods which, while not being sold by a particular
retailer during the basic period, were sôld by other retailers ; they

were given the same ceiling price as that applicable to the same
goods being sold by a competitive seller .

(b) "Similar goods" : goods that were similar in usefulness, durability,

etc., to certain "standard goods" (that is goods on which a ceiling
price had been established) . These were given a maximum price cor-
responding to the ceiling for the goods to which they were similar .

(c) "Dissimilar goods" : goods which differed in usefulness, durability,

etc., from "standard goods" . These included articles which had been

off. the market during the basic period because materials to mak e
~1 Q
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them were not available, but which in 1943, and 1944, began once
again to come on the market. The main consideration in pricing
these goods was to put them at the level at which they would have
sold if they had been available during the basic period.

Seasonal Goods

These fell into two classes : those manufactured goods not norma lly
sold during the basic period, such as some sports goods ; and basic com-
modities, particularly agricultural products, which are subject to seasonal
variation and were at a low point during the basic period . The principle
the Board applied in regard to manufactured seasonal goods was to price
them at their 1941 level with an appropriate allowance for 1§i E : price rise
that would have taken place between the time when they were sold duri ng
that year and the September-October basic per l od.

In regard to basic products, the Board's seneral po licy was to permit
what would have been a normal seasonal p? .ice increase from the basic
period level, and in the case of certain products fl uctuating seasonal maxi-
mum prices were worked out. Meat was an e - .<ample of this, but the Board
eventually found it desirable to drop the seasonal variation at the whol e-
sale price levei and to make provisions to see that any seasonal drop in
wholesale prices would be passed on at the retail level .

Anomalous Prices

Problems of this nature were fairly numerous during the first few
months of the price ceiling and were of, quite considerable importance, but
they were of a non-recurring nature. They concerned a particular manu-
facturer or distributor who for specific reasons had sold goods during the
basic period at a lower price than his competitors, but who could no longer
~;~fford to do so . It waz the general policy of the Board , to allow such prices
to be raised to the competiti v Q level for the same goods in the same localit3 %
Standard Maximum, Pric.es

The price ceiling, as has already been pointed out, was based on
"individual ceiling prices", that is., a- .eil ; ;ng price based on the maximum
price charged for the article in question du .•ing the basic period . In certain
cases it appeared impossible to ascertain trr,~ individual seller's maximun i
basic period price ; in fact, from the outset ce'~l!ing prices for farm commodi-
ties were the maximum prices r c►corded for hkti eir commodity on the market
during the basic period rather than the r% ,~g;hest individual selling price .

The Board found that in a numbe r of o tlier cases, particularly in food
products, it was extremely hard to check tlre basic period price of the
individual seller, and consequently enforce nient , of the ceiling was difficult .
The Board therefore adopted the practice cA establishing "standard m ca xi-
mum prices" which replaced the individual ceiling, prices for the commodity
in question . These standard maximum price~~ were in some cases fixed at
the retail level, and in others at the wholesale level wit h it prescribed maxi-
mum mark-up.

W
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An interesting example of standard maximum prices was meat . A

standard pricing system for beef sold at retail was first introduced on an
experimental basis in the Toronto and Winnipeg areas early in 1943 . Short-
ly thereafter, with some modification as a result of the experience gained
it was extended to 13 additional areas, all in eas tern Canada, and a little
later still was extended to the whole Dominion .

Two quite complex roblems had to be worked out before these
standard meat prices could be set. First, a system of standard cuts had
to be agreed on, and this involved a good deal of study and discussion be -
cause the method of cutting up a carcass varied greatly, not only from
locality to locality, but from store to store . When the standard cuts were
decided upon, a chart clearly showing these cuts was issued for display
in retail stores. The next problem was to ensure that the maximum retail
prices would reflect any decline in the wholesale price of beef . A seasonally
fluctuating maximum wholesale price was found to be unsatisfactory and
had been dropped in favour of a fixed wholesale price ceiling, but it was
anticipated that at certain times of the year the wholesale price of beef
would drop below this ceiling . To ensure that such declines were passed
on to the consumer the retailer was required to vary the price of his cuts
according to the actual average cost of beef of the same quality bought by
him i .-, the previous week . So that there would be no confusion in the mind
of the-consumer as to the current maximum price, retailers were supplied
with price charts and with attachable price strips which showed the retail
price of each cut appropriate to varying average wholesale prices. Sub-
sequently, similar systems of standard maximum prices were introduced
for other meats.

Exemptions from the Ceiling

In a few cases where the importance of the article to the cost of
living did not seem to justify the expensive and complicated administrative
machinery to maintain price control, goods were exempted from the ceiling .
Examples of these were books and other printed matter, philatelical speci-
mens, paintings and other works of art, furs and garments made wholly
of fur .

In some instances, extreme administrative difficulties caused goods
that were considerably more important in living costs to be exempted, fresh
fruits and vegetables and fish being cases in point . Fresh fruits and
vegetables were particularly difficult to control because of the manner
in which changes in quantity normally caused the price to fluctuate wide-
ly, even from week to week, and also because variations in size and quality
made classification difficult : However, in 1942 and 1943 shortages of these
articles caused such sharp price rises that, while still recognizing that these
difficulties might prove serious barriers to effective price control, the
Board decided that to attempt to impose a ceiling was the lesser of two
evils. Potatoes and onions were brought under the ceiling in February
and March, 1942, oranges in September, 1942, peaches, pears, plums, grapes
and apples in the early summer of 1943, and imported grapefruit and
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lemons, carrots, cabbages, beets, parsnips and turnips in October, 1943 .
Similarly the increased demand for fish which followed the imposition of
meat rationing in 1943 made it desirable to impose a ceiling on several
kinds of fish which had previously been exempted .

Newspapers, magazines and periodicals, both Canadian and imported,
were exempted from the ceiling in August, 1942 for a rather special reason,
The producers of many of these publications were experiencing increased
costs and declining revenues, but it was considered too difficult to find a
workable basis for a price increase because of the widely varying circum-
stances of each publication . A subsidy or other form of government finan-
cial assistance was regarded as being incompatible with the freedom of
the press, and therefore the only solution seemed to be to exempt them
from the ceiling.

A number of items were exempted from the ceiling in the case of
sales between producers and processors or dealers on account of adminis-
trative difficulties . The Board felt that the ceilings at the processing and
distributing level would keep the price of the primary product in line. Items
of this type were sales by the primary producer to the manufacturer or
dealer of livestock, poultry, fish, eggs, dairy products, honey, onions and
potatoes, although such goods came under the ceiling if sold by the
producer directly to the consumer .

Certain types of transactions, as opposed to specific commodities, were
exempted from the ceiling in the original Maximum Price Regulations
and two of these perhaps merit some consideration . Goods for export,
where such export was made by the seller or his agent, were exempted
because the purpose of the price ceiling was to protect the Canadian
consumer and not the foreign consumer .' In the case of certain commodities,
wheat, feed grains, maple sugar and syrup, schemes were eventually
worked out whereby the export premium was collected by a surcharge or
through government control of exports and passed back directly or in-
directly to all the producers of that commodity .

Goods sold to the Department of Munitions and Supply or to any agency
thereof were also an important exemption from the ceiling. This was done
because the bulk of such goods were of non-civilian type, tanks, shells, gas
masks, parachutes, etc . An understanding was reached that the Depart-
ment would not purchase any civilian type goods at prices above the ceiling
without explicit price clearance from the Board.

Prz:ce, Quali ty `I~ela~ionship

The Board regarded deterioration of quality or discontinuation of a
service as tantamount to a price increase . In some cases, however, where
the deterioration or discontinuance was forced on the manufacturer or
distributor by governmënt restrictions, and particularly if the changes
had little effect on the usefulness of the goods, such as style changes or
restrictions on deliveries, the Board was inclined to regard the savings

'For a► few months i n 1945 and 1946 wheat -as eubject to an export ceiling of =1 . 56 by Order-in-Council P .C . 81ES,
dated September 19, 1946 .
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to the trade which resulted from these restrictions as a reasonable means
of offsetting higher operating costs and did not require a corresponding
reduction in price . On the other hand, the Board attempted to prevent any
unauthorized or avoidable degradation of quality or discontinuation of
services.

A Standards Division was set up for the purpose of investigating any
complaints of degradation, and a system of price tagging and identifica-
tion labelling was applied to the majority of clothing and footwear articles
so that any degradation that took place could be more easily established .
To prevent manufacturers from trying to increase their profits by reducin g
their production of -lôw price lines, - on'- which the- profit mârgin was nor-
mally small, and increasing the output of higher price lines with the larger
profit margin, a Board Order required that manufacturers should continue
to produce the same proportion of low price goods as was produced in the
bas ic period.

S4
U PPLY PROBLEMS AND POLICIE;::

To divide the activities of the Prices Board bet ween "prices" and
"supply" is to make a distinction of method rather than of purpose. All
the price decisions of the -Board affected supply .

However, even though prices and supply were interrelated a separate
treatment of supply is valid and useful because there were certain problems
of supply which could not be solved by price adj ustments but which required
direct action . These activities fell into three main categories :(a) making
arrangements to obtain necessary imports when the cômmodities were
controlled by International Boards, commonly ' known as "Combined
Boards", or by a foreign governmental agency, and to transport these
goods to Canada ; (b) seeing that the goods available in C a nada, whether
imported or domestically produced, were used to the best advantage ; and
(c) endeavouring to usure that essential amounts of necessary goods were
produced .

Ge tting the Goods from Abroad

A large proportion of the exportable supplies of essential materials
were allocated by Combined Boards sitting in Washington . Among the
most important of these Boards were the Combined Production and Re-
sources Board, the Combined Raw Materials Board and the Combined
Food Board. Raw materials and civilian goods produced in the United States
were allocated by the Requirements Committee of the United States War
Production Board.

Canada was a member of the Combined Production and Resources
Board and the Combined Food Board ; she was not a member of the Com-
bined Raw Materials Board but information concerning her available
supplies and her requirements were submitted to this Board usually through
the medium of the Joint Materials Co-ordinating Committee (a joint
Canada-United States committee) . Canada's case was laid before the Re-
quirements Committee of the War Production Board and its various divi-
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sional requirements committees by the Canadian division of the United
States War Production Board, with which the Washington office of the
Wartime Prices and Trade Board maintained close and continuous contact,

The negotiations entailed in getting Canada's required allotments of
scarce materials through the medium of these various Boards were
necessarily complex. But even when _allocations had been arranged, further
negotiations had to be undertaken for purchase and, when the goods were
controlled by some foreign governmental agency, bulk purchasing was
necessary irrespective of whether or not a trading loss had to be taken .
Finally arrangements had to be made for shipping space to bring the
goods to Canada, involving a further series of technical negotiations .

Obtaining the Best Utilization of Materials

We turn now to the allocation of goods in Canada as between war
and civilian requirements. This entailed a close liaison between the Board,
which looked after civilian materials, and the Department of Munitions
and Supply, which was primarily concerned with control of war supplies .

In the field of clothing and footwear, a National Textile and Leather
Requirements Committee was formed in 1943, on which there were
representatives from the three branches of the armed services, the Depart -
ment of Munitions and Supply and the Wartime Prices and Trade Board,
the representative of the Board being the Chairman of the Committee,
This Committee reported directly to the War Committee of the Cabinet ;
its principal function was allocation of available supplies of textile and
leather between the armed services, the civilian population and the Mu tual
Aid program.

In foods, the responsibility for domestic distribution, including alloca-
tions to the armed forces, rested with the Wartime Prices and Trade
Board. An interdepartmental committee known as the Food Requirements
Committee considered all major questions of policy connected with food
production and supply in Canada and the supply of Canadian foodstuffs to
other nations.

Another facet of materials allocation was . the protection of domestic
supply by export controls . These controls were administered by the
Export Permit Branch of the Department of Trade and Commerce . Where
exports were regulated by international agreement or by an allocation
made by . one of the Combined Boards, programs were worked out by the
Prices Board in co-operation with other government departments concerned
and with representatives of both the receiving countries and other supply-
ing countries.

The - âllocatioh" of 'materials in short supply among various manu-
facturers in Canada was handled by the Board. The method adopted varied
widely from industry to industry, in some cases being by informal arrange-
ment, and in others, by a formal permit. In the case of newsprint, for
example, the administrator set a quota for each user and gave him a
permit for the appropriate annount.
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The allocation of labour was in the hands of the Department of Labour
and its affiliated bodies. The Prices Board was concerned to see that, as
far as was possible, the necessary quantities and types of labour were
available for essential civilian production . The Board was, therefore, re-
presented on the interdepartmental Labour Priorities Committee, which
continuously surveyed and revised priorities .

Another policy had to do with the control of new businesses, which
was exercised through the Board's licensing powers. During the period of
acute shortages it was the Board's general policy (to which there were
few exceptions) to allow no new concerns to start up business in any lines
involving scarce materials and, complementary to this, to allow no existing
firm to change or expand its business in any way that would involve the
use of scarce materials,

Obtaining Essential Production of Necessary Gnods

In a number of cases the production of necessary civilian goods
appeared to be falling below the minimum essential level. In some cases,
such as metal-using goods, this was due to a shortage of materials and
appropriate labour, but in certain other cases (clothing being a prominent
example) a most important factor was the increased demand resulting
from rising incomes. There is little doubt that before the war many people
in the lower income groups, both children and adults, were poo rly clothed .
As unemployment disappeared and incomes rose, the demand for clothing
increased rapidly. The sh,arp wartime increase in the birth rate added to
the demand for infants and young children's clothing and accessories .

In cases such as this, the Board, having been given the responsibility
to see that minimum essential needs were satisfied, took action designed
to increase production of the necessary articles. It did this by a technique
known as "programming production", sometimes using for this purpose
"production directives" . The precise method of programming varied in
different types of goods, but in clothing and footwear, which was by far
the widest field in which programming took place, the system was as out-
lined in the following paragraph.

A production quota was given to each manufacturer, the size of the
quota depending upon the requirements and the current facilities of that
particular firm . The manufacturer was, in the first instance, expected
to use any raw material inventories that he might have. If part of his
plant was occupied in making goods not under a directive, he was expected
to make any necessary transfers of labour from the production of those
goods to the production of the "directed" goods . When these measures had
been exhausted, the Board granted priorities to any manufacturer re-
quiring raw materials in order to fill his quota . If there was a shortage
of labour the Board presented the case to the Interdepartmental Committee
on Labour Priorities. This Committee might take one of the following
steps : request National Selective Service to assign higher labour priority
rat.ings ; recommend deferment for key workers ; or sponsor drives for
more labour of the type required . If the manufacturer was impeded by lack
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of the requisite machinery the Board sponsored his priority application.
Firms which were under production directives were required to give
periodic reports to the Board.

In 1943 all types of knitted cotton and woollen underwear, infants'
and children's fall and winter garments, and children's shoes, were under
directives. In 1944 men's and children's socks and stockings, women's full
length hosiery, men's worsted suiting fabrics, men's and boys' heavy
woollen work garments, boys' light weight woollen clothing and overcoats
and infants' and children's knitted outerwear were added to the list . In
1945 directives were further extended to cover men's suits, overcoats, top-
coats, separate trousers, caps and work shirts, and women's coats, suits,
dresses, shirts and work slacks .

In a number of other cases, notably primary textiles and various
metal household goods, the programming was less and no directives were

issued. In the case of farm machinery a percentage quota for each class
of machine based on 1940-1941 production and imports was applied equally
to all manufacturers and importers .

The Board's attitude towards luxury items can be summarized as

follows : in the first place, as the 1944 Report expresses it, the Board
considered that its responsibility was "limited to assuring sufficient
supplies to provide for the essential needs of the civilian population, it
does not extend to seeing that people get exactly what they want or all

they want" . Consequently, beyond what action was necessary to obtain
essential supplies, to maintain the price ceiling and to secure equitable
distribution, the Board did not consider that it had any mandate to inter-
fere with the normal functioning of the economy. Secondly, there was no
guarante-e-_that the prohibition of luxury items, many of which were
produced in small and specialized plants, would result in any noticeable
increase in the production of necessary items . Therefore, aside from the
simplification and conservation program already introduced, the Board
confined itself to the positive action of ensuring, by these production
programs, that essential quantities of necessary goods would be obtained .

DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS AND POLICIES

Equitable Distribution to Retailers .

There was some danger that the normal flow of distribution might be

interrupted when a commodity was in short supply. Areas close to the

centre of supply might get better treatment than those further away ;

some dealers might favour certain types of retailers, say the large chain
stores, at the expense of others, and so on. As a means of preventing this

the Board adopted what was known as the "Policy of Equitable Distribu-
tion", which in brief required that, when suppliers, that is, manufactui•ers
and wholesalers could no longer supply the full requirements of retailers,
they were to allocate their available supply among their customers accord-
ing to the proportions supplied to each In thë year 1941- . Arrangements

were made for adjustment of a quo ta when the amount taken in 1941 had
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been abnormally low, or in the case of a community where there was an
extraordinary increase in the civilian population . In order to allow for
possible increases in the quotas of certain retailers, suppliers were requested
to hold back a proportion of their goods to form a "kitty" out of which
additional allocations could be made.

In certain cases, notably that of canned vegetables, the general policy
had to be supplemented by special measures . Due to raw material short-
ages on the one hand and increased demand on the other, canned vegetables
were in short supply during 1943 . A system of coupon rationing would not
have solved the problem, because the consumption of canned vegetables
varied widely from group to group and locality to locality, depending in
part on the availability and price of fresh vegetables. The system of
equitable distribution tended to allocate the supplies to those areas which
normally used the large quantities, but it was felt desirable to supplement
this system by direct allocations to certain priority users, for example
hospitals, lumber camps, and large institutions .

Consumer Rationing

Consumer rationing can be undertaken in two main forms, by coupon
and by permit, and each form has a number of variations . Coupon ration-
ing is at its best when the commodity is used widely and in roughly the
samé amount by most people, and when the production of the commodity
is in the hands of a few firms. Sugar is a good example. It came under
ration in July, 1942.

Tea, on the other hand, is a different proposition. A large number of
Canadians drink substantial amounts of tea but an approximately eqüal
number drink little or none at all . If the ration were fixed on the basis
of the average per capita consumption the amount would come well below
the reasonable minimum requirements of the regular tea drinker, but if it
were planned to give the tea drinker a reasonable minimum, then many
people would have had excess coupons. Some of these coupons might well
find their way into the hands of tea drinkers and the net result would be
no reduction in the consumption of tea, possibly even an increase . In the
case of tea, however, it was possible to overcome this difficulty by ration-
ing it together with coffeel so that each coupon gave the holder the choice
of buying a specific amount of either tea or coffee .

In rationing butter2 and meat3 it was recognized that little could be
done to curtail the consumption of the primary producer . Consequently no
limits were put on what he could use of his own production. He was, how-

ever, required to collect coupons for any products that he sold and to tu rn
them in to the local ration board . Farmers who supplied their own meat
were required to turn in up to one-half of their coupons . To assist in the

control of meat rationing all slaughtering was made subject to licensing,

except that farmers might slaughter for their own use or for sale to other
farmers without a license .

' Imposed in August, 1942.
stmposed in December, 1942 .31 mpoeed in May, 1943 ; suspended, March, 3944 ; reimposed, September . 1946.
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A variation of coupon rationing was adopted for meat . Certain cuts
of meat obviously contain more bone, fat, gristle, etc ., than others . To give
each person an approximately equal share of edible meat the cuts were
classified into four groups, the coupon value for each class being fixed
according to the proportion of edible meat . Thus, since the basic ration
was two pounds of meat at the average carcass weight, coupons entitled
the purchaser to three pounds per week of the cuts with a high bone content
but only one pound per week of cuts containing no bone at all . Cuts con-
taining more than 50 per cent of bone were exempted from the ration, as
also were edible offals on account of their perishable nature .

Yet another type of coupon rationing was introduced in September,
1943, for "preserves", covering canned fruit, jams, jellies, marmalades,
molasses, honey, maple syrup, and other sweeteners . As the Board Report
for 1943 pointed out, all of these items were in short supply, at least
regionally or temporarily . None of them was sufficiently widely used nor
in sufficient supply to warrant a separate ration. Because they were all
interchangeable for each other, as desserts or sweeteners, a system of
group rationing was introduced which gave the purchaser the choice of
any of these items for his coupon . The quantity of each item obtained per
coupon was varied from time to time according to the available supply . One-
half pound of sugar, independent of the normal sugar rations, was allowed
as an alternative so that those who wished to make jam or marmalade
could do so .

In rationing by coupon a number of special circumstances had to be
met. Arrangements were made to provide rationed goods for so-called
"quota users", hotels, _ hospitals and other institutions, boarding houses,
etc., and also to industrial users of sugar and butter. Restrictions were
placed on individual consumption of rationed goods in restaurants . In the
case of sugar, provision was made for extra quantities for certain types
of inv lids on a medical certificate. But the Board decided against differen-
tial rationing on an occupational basis .

Permit rationing was used as a method for goods which were essential
to certain groups in the community or which were purchased infrequently .
At various times during the price ceiling permit rationing was applied to
farm machinery, electric stoves, typewriters and office machinery, tele-
phone services, protective rubber clothing, railroad watches and small
arms ammunition.

A hybrid system was introduced for evaporated milk . A shortage in
this commodity developed in 1943. The main elements in the problem were
firstly, that in certain areas there was a deficiency of fluid milk, and
secondly that, even in those areas where the fluid milk supplies were
adequate, certain classes of people, infants and invalids, required evaporated
milk for special reasons. The large proportion of evaporated milk supplies
was, therefore, shipped to the fluid milk deficiency areas . In other areas,
evaporated milk could be obtained only on presentation of what was known
as a "ration document". While this document contained coupons, each of
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which was good for a certain amount of evaporated milk, it was in essence
a form of permit rationing rather than coupon rationing, for the coupons
were given only to those with specia,t needs .

RENTALS
The adoption of the over-all price ceiling in the fall of 1941 involved

the extension of rental control from residential accommodation in a
limited number of designated areas to all prope rties throughout Canada
other than farm land. In essence, rents were fro zen at the level at which
they were on October 11, 1941, except for housing accommodation in
those localities where rental control already existed, in which case the
previously established basic rates were retained. Eviction control, to provide
security of tenure for the well-behaved tenant, was an essential comp!e-
ment of rental control. Otherwise the power to evict would have been a
potent instrument in the hands of a landlord wishing to obtain an unlaw-
fully high rent from existing or new tenants .

Rental and eviction controls raised a wide variety of problems, many
of them of a somewhat different character from those of price control .
They had their origin in the main in four circumstances . First, there
was a wide variation in the position of individual landlords ; for example,
one bought his property at a far lower price than another and thus could
show a profit at a lower level. of rents. Second, rentals between similar
houses in the same or similar localities sometimes varied substantially .
Third, eviction control interfered with contractual arrangements and
legal rights to a greater degree than price control. Fourth, evictions
during a period of shelter shortage not unnaturally created a highly
charged emotional atmosphere. The following is a brief summary of the
various measures taken to -meet these problems .

Housing Accommoda tion

Changes in Maximum Rental s

Under the first rental order, applications from a landlord or tenant
for a change in the maximum rental were heard by Rental Committees, each
of which consisted of a County or District Court Judge (excepting inQuebec where judges or magistrates were specially• appointed in collab-
oration with the provincial authorities) . Appeals from the decisions of
these Committees were heard by an Administrator of Itental Appeals . In
October, 1943, however, the Rental Committees were replaced by Rental
Appraisers, who were specialists in the real estate field and who could
devote their whole time to the administration of the rental ceilings . At
the same time the machinery for appeals was decentralized, the single
Administrator being replaced by a number of district Courts of Rental
Appeal, consisting of a judge, judicial officer or bar•rister.

The five main grounds on which an increase in rent might be granted,
according to the original order, were : substantial increase in taxes on the
property ; added services not previously given by the landlord ; substantial
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structural alterations ; increased wear and tear ; a lower fixed rent than
generally prevailing because of concessions of exceptional nature, for
example, where the landlord had rented to a relative at a special rate during
the basic period . The tenant might be granted a reduction in rental if there
was no maximum rental as of October 11, 1941, and the rental set by the
landlord was higher than the rental generally prevailing on that date for
similar accommodation in the neighbourhood ; if there had been a lessening
of the accommodation or service ; if there was a decrease in the landlord's
taxes or rates .

In 1943, certain changes were made . "Wear and tear" and "maximum
rental lower than the prevailing rate" were no longer regarded . as valid
reasons for seeking an increase in rent but under certain conditions an in-
crease might be granted if the tenant was sub-letting more than two rooms
and was not doing so when the maximum rental had been last fixed . So as
to ensure that rentals would vary in accordance with the service provided,
an order prohibited the lessening of heating, lighting or water service
supplied by the landlord without the consent of the tenant unless a permit
was obtained from the Rentals Appraiser or unless the reduction of service
was due to a government order or fuel not being available. WheYiever the
service was reduced the tenant could apply for a reduction in the maximum
rent. At the same time, the provision granting a decrease in rental if the
landlord's taxes. or rates had decreased was removed from the regulations .

In 1944, steps were taken to prevent the evasion of the Maximum
Rental Regulations in regard to new tenants by certain practices such as
the payment of "key money", the payment of rent for a considerable
advance period, or the compulsory lease or purchase by the tenant of
furniture at an exorbitant rate. The order prohibited any landlord from
requiring a tenant to pay more than one month's rent in advance or any
commission, bonus or reward. If furniture were rented or sold as a condi-
tion of obtaining a lease the rent or price had to be fixed by a Rentals
Appraiser .

So that nothing would be done to discourage whatever degree of new
residential construction was possible during the war, the rental of buildings
constructed or converted since January 1, 1944, was fixed in relation to
the cost of construction rather than to the basic date level .

Eviction Contro l

At the outset, the right of a landlord to evict a well-behaved tenant at
the termination of his lease was abrogated, but certain specific grounds on
which the tenant could still be evicted were listed in the original ordér . The
most important of these were the intention to convert the house for other
uses or sub-divide the living space ; expected occupation by the landlord
or by some member of his family or by an employee, and sale for vacant
possession . Throughout the history of eviction control security of tenure
has been granted only to the well-behaved te nant ; one who was "obnoxious",
failéd to pay his rent, or broke any other material provision of his lease
could always be dispossessed .

M
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In April, 1942, a provision was included in the regulations that a
landlord must give a minimum of three months' notice for any termination
of lease. Any landlord seeking possession of a tenanted dwelling which he
himself had purchased on or after December 10, 1942, had to give 12
months' notice.

In October, 1943, the provisions were further altered. The conditions
under which a well-behaved tenant could be required to vacate were re-
duced to two : if the landlord desired the accommodation as a residence for
himself or members of his family for at least one year ; if the l klndlord
desired to sub-divide the residence so as to accommodate more persons .
The length of the _notice was_ fixed at six months irrespective of the dat e
of purchase of the property if the landlord desired the accommodation fo r
himself or his family ; it remained at three months if he wished to sub-
divide the accommodation . Furthermore, in the case of a monthly or weekly
lease the tenant could not be required to vacate between September 30 an d
Apri130, and in the case of half-yearly or longer leases the notice to vacat e
had to coincide with the termination of the lease in accordance with• th e
requirements of provincial laws.

In January, 1944, the power to evict a tenant was still f urther re-
stricted in regard to "multiple family dwellingp" (flats, apartments, etc.) .
There were clear indications that in certain p iixees a landlord was seeking
to evade the rental regulations by moving out of an apartment that he
occupied and notifying the tenant of another apartment owned by the
landlord to vacate on the grounds that he, (the landlord) wished to occupy
it. In this way the apartment previously occupied by the landlord becam e
vacant and could be re-let at a higher rental . The new regulations there-
fore stated that . the landlord of a "multiple family dwelling" could dis-
possess a tenant only if he required the accommodation for himself and not
for a member of his family and only if he did not already reside in an-
other unit in the same building or in another "multiple family building "
owned by him in the same municipality .

By the summer of 1945, the shelter shortage had become more acute.
While some housing construction had taken place, the demand had in-
creased much more rapidly due to the high marriage and birth rate, the
return and demobilizâtion of members of the forces, and the natural desire
of many people, who during the war had given shelter in their own homes
to strangers, to require their houses for themselves . To• obtain accommo-
dation in these difficult circumstances many people had purchased houses
with a view to dispossessing the tenants and occupying the accommodation

themselves. The number of notices to vacate, therefore, began to assume

large proportions. The Report of the Wartime Prices and Trade Boar d

for 1945, states that notices to vacate maturing in the three summer

months of that year amounted to about 3,500 in Toronto, 1,100 in Van-
couver and 700 in Winnipeg.

In view of this situation, the government instructed the Prices
Board to place a complete "freeze" on the leases of all housing accom-
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modation. All outstanding notices to vacate rOvere cancelled, but provision
was made in such cases for a landlord to apply to a Court of Rental Appeal
for permission to dispossess the tenant, and the decision w as given on_ the

-___--- -- ----- --- ---____t-_- ---o--
relative needs of the landlord and the tenan . The nTÿ éxceptiôntô this
"freeze" was in favour of veterans, who could evict a tenant, if the
veteran had let his home when he joined the services ; had before the war

occupied - accommodation owned by an immediate member of his family and
who now wished to regain that accommodation ; or had an immediate

relative owning a "multiple family dwelling", who was willing to allow him

to occupy one unit of it. The government recognized that this total "freeze"

would cause hardship to many landlords, who would be unable to regain
possession of their houses even for their own use, but this was regarded
as the least of the various evils .

Securing Maximum Accommodatio n

In October, 1942, the Prices Board took two important steps to
secure maximum accommodat , ,xi from the available housing. An order was

issued permitting householders in certain designated congested areas to

share accommodatior i, that is, take. in roomers or boarders or to sub-let,

notwithstanding any provisions in their leases or by-laws, deeds, etc . to the

contrary. At the same time, voluntary local campai ;as to encourage house-

holders to let their spare roo., ~ :s were undertaken ~► ~ the Consumer Branch

of the Prices Board. In a number of cities Housing l tegistries were set up,

at which householders were invited to register their available rooms and

prospective tenants to apply for accommodation .

Late in 1944 the government extended its activities in close collabo-
ration with voluntary bodies and local authorities in trying to ease the

housing shortage. In - 1942, the Department of Munitions and Supply had
introduced a form of control over housing in Halifax and had subsequently

extended it to all Atlantic ports . In December, 1944, the government gave

the Wartime Prices and Trade Board the broad power to "co-oxA inate all

activities relating to the transfer of population into such (congested)

areas and to the control and use of available shelter therein" .

Certain areas wer~, designated as "congested areas" ; Emergency

Shelter Administrators were appointed, and thereafter permits were
required by all persons before they could move into family accommodation

in such areas. These permits were generally freely given to anyone already

residing in the area but were closely i°estricted for people wishing to move

into it. It was the practise of the Board never to designate any place as a

"restricted area" unless specifically requested to do so by the municipal

authorities. The areas named were Ottawa, Vancouver, New Westminster,

Victoria, Toronto, Hull, Hamilton and Winnipeg, in addition, of course, to

the Atlantic ports already under control .
About the same time, a registration was undertaken of summer

cottages and vacant dwellings in many areas. Owners of vacant accom-

modation were interviewed and many were persuaded to make them avail-

M]
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able for occupation by families in need of homes . In a few cases, where
the owner refused to do so, the powers of the Administrator to compel him

were invoked .
By the fâliof riecessârÿ~ âbândôn thé permit-sÿstm

in congested areas, because the return of the ex-service men was proceed-
ing in such volume and producing so many requests for permits that the
system became unworkable. The other functions of the Emergency Shelter
Administration, however, were extended and the organization was expanded
to cover the whole country . At the end of 1945 the responsibility for the
Emergency Shelter Administration was transferred from the Wartime
Prices and Trade Board to the newly established Central Mortgage and

Housing Corporation .

Shared Accommodation.

Shared accommodation was defined as accommodation where the tenant

lived in the same dwelling unit as the 1 mdlord and shared with hira the

entrance door and any other facility . âpec:it j, ' regulations relating to it

were enacted in October, 1943. The accommodation might be let on a "per
person" basis if bedding, linen, etc ., were provided by the lan ilord. In this

case the maximum rates were those in effect on July 1, 1943, l~ut otherwise

the ceiling was administered on the same basis as for housii~g accommo-
dation.

Eviction control was extended to shared accommodation during 1944,
and well-behaved tenants could be evicted only if the landlord desired the
accommodation as an extension of his personal residence or as a residence

in his immediate family. Six months' notice had to be given and tenants

could_ not be requirèd to vacate between September 30 and April 30 . It was

decided, however, not to exteud eviction control to cover boarders who were
entitled to take their meals with the landlord and his family and con-
sequently live in much closer association with the household . The complete
"freeze" of housing accommodation in the summer of 1945 did not apply to

shared accommodation.

Room ing Accommodation
w

Rooming and boarding accommodation was not always covered under

"shared accommodation" because on occasions the landlord did not live in

the rooming house . This type of accommodation was very difficult to con-

trol because in congested areas, where there had been a large influx of

population for war purposes the newcomer had- to find some shelter and
price became a secondary consideration . It was brought under specific
and detailed control in September, 1942, in respect to designated congested

areas. Local examiners were appointed with powers to fix maximum rents,
and a card had to be displayed in each room showing the maximum rent.

Commercial Accommodation
Commercial accommodation was brought under rental and eviction

control at the inception of the price ceiling on December 1, 1941
. The basic
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date was October 11, 1941 ; the grounds for applying for an increase in
rent were similar to those originally introduced for housing accommodation,
and notice to vacate could only be given for certain specific reasons and~ ------ ---- -_____~ ..----- .__ __
for a minimum of three months .

In the fall of 1943, the supply of commercial -accommodation was
considered to be suffiçiently good that eviction control was no longer
necessary. It .was therefore withdrawn, but such• an abnormal number of
commercial tenants were then required to vacate their premises, to enter
into long-term leases on onerous terms, or to purchase the property to
avoid eviction that the Board restored control as of January 2, 1945.

Hotel Accom ~lc~ -ior~

~--'"fiFié asic date for the maximum rates for hotel accommodation was

also October 11, 1941 . In the spring of 1945, certain somewhat tentative
limitations were imposed on the accommodation of conventions by hotels
as a means of curtailing travel. These restrictions on conventions were
intensified in the summer of that year because of the increase in travel
arising largely from the return of service personnel . The holding of organ-
ized meetings was prohibited in cases where more than fifty persons would
need to use rail, bus, or air transportation for any part of their journey
to the place of the meeting . In addition, hotels in Halifax, Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto, Hamilton and Vancouver, were prohibited from using more than
10 per cent of their accommodation on any one night for persons attending

organized meetings .

OBTAINING PUBLIC COMPLIANCL

The urgent necessity of obtaining public compliance with the Board's
regulations was obvious from the first, for any general breach of the priee -_
and rationing controls and the development of extensive black markets
would have made enforcement impossible and the most carefully construclued
set of regulations worthless .

Three aspects of the Board's work, therefore, had particular reference
to obtaining public compliance. The first of these covered programs of
information and education, planned to show the necessity for the regu-
lations both in broad principle and in smaller detail . The second was the
organization of the Board, for if the ceiling was to work effectively it
was essential that problems be dealt with promptly . The third was the
work of enforcing the Board's regulations, in the words of the Board's
report, aimed at punishing "the small number of unscrupulous law=brea -
erg" and checking the "careless and foolish" .

Information and Education
In its endeavour to enlist public support bo ~;h for the principle of the

overi-all price ceiling and for the individual measures necessary to carry
it out, the Board considered that it had two main responsibilities : first, to

conduct a campaign of popular economic education as to the dangers of
inflation in a wartime economy ; and second, to publicize its orders, for

G
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it was clear that observance of these orders could not be expected unless
their detailed provisions, their general purpose and their necessity were

' ~v~dely understood .
In carryingout--these funetions-of eciucation-and information the Board

used every agency of publicity at its command . We give below a short
summary of some of the methods employed .

(a) Press releases and frequent contacts with all sections of the press,
including the provision of feature material . '

(b) Speeches and radio broadcasts by the Prime Minister and other
Ministers, when the occasion warranted, and by the Chairman and
other officers of the Board .

(c) Newspaper advertisements, both of an educational and informative
nature.

(d) Radio time, including programs financed by the Board and also
a service to radio editors and commentators giving current in-
formation about the Board's activities and preblems:

(e) Films both for theatrical distribution and for use on the rural and
industrial film circuits .

(f) Trade bulletins, containing information of special interest to
particular trades .

(g) Pamphlets .
(h) Direct appeals to certain groups, such as women, farmers, labour,

schools, management, etc .
Particular reference should be made to the co-operation of the women

of Canada ; very close contact was maintained with the women's organiza-
tions by a Consumer Branch which, like all the other informational activi-
ties of the Board, acted as a two-way means of communication, passing
out to the women information concerning the part that they could play in
maintaining price control and passing back to the Board the reactions and
complaints of the women of Canada to the Board's regulations .

Because of the need for variety and to . attract the attention of all
sect ions of the community, techniques were adopted which at that time
were radical departures from the orthodox methods of government public-

: ity. For a number of years the Board sponsored a "soap opera" as a

background for comments on the Board and its activities by a personage
known as the "Household Counsello i~' . It employed a new cartoon technique

in films and it illustrated its educational advertisements with humorous
drawings.

To give an idea of the cost of these activities, between April 1, 1945
and March 31, 1946, the Board spent approximately $946,000 on printing
and stationery and $1,170,000 on advertising. _--

Administrative Organization of the Board

The ultimate responsibility for all official actions of the Board lay
collectively with the members of the actual Wartime Prices and Trade

Board itself, all of whom were senior civil servants. The Wartime Prices
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and Trade Board had the status of a gove rnment department and was
represented by the Chairman or his appointee on all interdepartmental
committees which conce rned its activities . Close contact between the
_Prices Board and-the- Wartime- -Industries--C-ontrol_ Board--was assured -by-, ,
the provision that the Chairman of each Board should be ex-officio a
member of the other Board .

In general, the organization consisted of three main sectors : Head
Office, the Regional Offices, and the Administrations . Head Office was
divided into a number of divisions, the most important of which were
Prices, Supply, Distribution, Industrial, and Research, and the Information
and Consumer Branches. The first three divisions were responsible for
co-ordinating action in respect to problems of price, supply, and distribution,
and for recommending any changes in administrative policy to the Chair-
man and to the Board. The Industrial Division dealt with labour require-
ments for consumers goods industries. The Research Division undertook
all; econ-o- c arrd7-atatisticâ,I résëârclï.- n2céssarÿ or the i- and
carrying out of the Board's policies and interpreted this research in relation
to the Board's problems and policies. The Information Branch and the
Consumer Branch engaged in the educational and informational activities
described above.

The Administrations were, in the main, in charge of administering
the Board's regulations in respect to a particular industry, trade, or service,
although two Administrations-Ration and Enforcement-had more
general functions. Certain Controllers of the Wartime :Industries Control
Board were appointed Administrators of the Wartime Prices and Trade
Board, when the commodities they controlleci had civilian as well as military
importance. A number of Administrations which concerned related in-
dustries of different parts of the same industry were grouped together
into Co-ordinations. At the end of 1945 there were 66 Administrations, 53
of which were grouped into four Co-ordinations . Throughout the period
of the over-all price ceiling the Board had fourteen Regional Offices, with
supervision over 120 Local or Sub-local Offices . The contacts of the Board
throughout Canada were augmented by the Local Ration Boards and a
variety of advisory committees. About 560 local ration boards were set up
in cities and towns throughout Canada, with the mayor or reeve usually
acting as chairman. The advisory committees fell into two main groups ;

' industry and trade Advisory Committees attached to v itrious Administra-
tions and representing either producers or distributors ; and the Women's
Regional Advisory Committees located throughout the country and partic-
ipating in the work of the. Consumer Branch. Furthermore, associated with
the Consumer Branch there were some 16,000 liaison officers from various
women's organizations, about 1,600 labour liaison officers representing
local trade union organizations and about 500 women representing rural
associations

To assist in carrying out the work of the Board and to act as its fiscal
agents, four subsidiary companies were created : Commodity Prices Stabi;i-
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zation Corporation Limited, Wartime Food Corporation Limited, Canadian
Wool Board Limited and Wartime Salvage Limited . These companies were
Nvholly owned by the Crown and were directly responsible to the Minister
of Finâncë ^ând- the -Wartime- Prices -_and- Trade _ Boar _

The transition from the selective price controls of 1939-1941 to the
over-all ceiling involved a substantial and most, rapid increase in staff. In
August, 1941, the total staff of the Board was about 150 and by March 31,
1945 it•had reached 5,251, the bulk of that increase taking place between
October, 1941, and March, 1942 . At the end of 1945 the staff numbered

5 ,678, of whom 3,697 were attached to the Regional or Local Offices . As the
Board Reports pointed out, many of the senior officials at Head Office
and nearly all the administrators were loaned to the Board by private

companies or organizations. Most of the administrators came from the
industry which it was their duty in the Board to regulate .

~,;nforcaeme~t~ cy_ _

The Board took a lenient attitude towards offences during the first

seven months of the ceilin ,~ . From December 1941 to the end of June 1942,

147 prosecutions were updertaken, and of these 100 were for rental

violations, because a more serious view was taken of these violations in

districts where rental control had been in force for some time . By the sum-

mer of 1942, a more positive enforcement policy was adopted . From July,

1942 to March, 1943, 1,679 prosecutions were undertaken, of which 547
related- to prices, 730 to rentals and 253 to hoarding and rationing offences .

From the start it was recognized, to quote the first Report of the

Prices Board, that

"there were, broadly speaking, two available methods of enforcing
the price ceiling : the Board could employ'an army of inspectors to
watch continuously price, changes throughout the country or it could
rely primarily on co-operation from the trade and reports of evasion
from consumers, using inspectors to follow up these reports and
from time to time to investigate special situations ."

The Board decided to adopt the second of these methods, "for it
economizes manpower and is more democratic" . A special appeal was made

to the women of Canada to accept a major part of the responsibility of

policing the price ceiling .
During the latter years of the ceiling certain organized groups _ en-

gaged in black market operations and ration coupon frauds . There seems

to have been little evidence of organized bootlegging by consumers, but it
becamc apparent to the Board that "sources existed from which industrial
users and quota users of sugar and butter could obtain these commodities
without ration documents or increase their quotas by illicit acquisition
of ration documents" . In the case of butter, the large number of producers

created difficulties of control . With sugar, a careful check could be kept on
the source of supply, but there were instances of coupons and other
ration documents being forged and later, when the Board had made forging

a
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more difficult, there were several instances of burglary of ration books
and documents. Serious black market activities also developed in the
textile field .

PART III : l)E coN Txot, ; 1945-1 .948 --
13 OLI CY AND LEGISLATION

The first statement on decontrol policy was made by the Chairman
of the Prices Board, in September, 1944 . The turn of . events at that
time suggested that the war in Europe might terminate before the end
of the year. It was therefore felt desirable that business men, and the
public at large should know the line that would be followed within the
general stabilization policy laid down by the government during the transi-
tional period from war to peace . This statement was followed by others,
in particular one by the Prime Minister on January 31, 1946 . From these
statements it appears that decontrol policy was based on the following
points : 1 -- 4

(a) The price ceiling was designed to alleviate the danger of wartime
inflation, and would be removed as soon as that danger had passed,
thus permitting Canada to return to a free price economy .

(b) The danger of inflation would not end with the cessation of hostili-
ties, nor for some time thereafter, because the supply of civilian
goods would take time to catch up with the demand and there would
still be an abnormal strain on Canada's productive capacity to assist
in the rehabilitation of warytorn countries .

(c) Price controls on the basic period principle would be maintained
until the danger of a drastic war-created inflation had passed . Mor e
flexibility in the controls, however, would be appropriate to en-
courage the reconversion of industry to civilian production . I t was
recognized that certain basic costs had increased and were still
increasing, for example, labour and imports, and that a post-wa r
price level higher than the basic period level was inescapable .

(d) Steps would be taken to remove all subsidies paid by the Board ;
limited subsidies were invaluable during wartime in preventing
certain rising costs from starting an inflationary spiral, but they
nevertheless had the effect of disguising real cost-price relation-
ships and consequently had no place in a move towards re-establish-
.ing a free price system .

(e) The timing of various decontrol measures was most important, both
in relation to the . general _economic position._ of . the . country and to
the position of the particular commodity in question . In many basic
agricultural products, for example, seasonal factors had to be taken
into account .

(f) Restrictions on the starting of new businesses and controls on pro-
duction would be relaxed as quickly as possible consistent with the
supply situations .

To implement this policy it was decidec : to introduce legislation rather
than to rely on Orders-in-Council under the War Measures Act . Hence

v
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the National. Emergency Transitional Powers Act was passed towards the
end of 1945, giving the Dominion government the authority for approx-
imately twelve months to continue price, production, distribution and
rental controls, and also certain other controls not connected with the
Wartime Prices and Trade Board . At the next session of Parliament the
Continuation of Transitional Measures Act gave the Board somewhat more
restricted powers to continue price, supply, distribution and rentals con-
t rols. Under this Act, the government could neither increase nor amend
the powers of the Board by Order-in-Council . The expiry date of the Act
was extended in 1948, and now stands at March 31, 1949, unless in the
meantime it is further extended .

I) E COr TROL ME ASi.' R E 'S

N eu? Business and Produetio n, C )i .i r•ol s

What can perhaps be called the first tentative move towards decontrol
took place as early as May, 1944, when the restrictions on the commence-
ment of expansion of business enterprises were relaxed. The administra-
tion of restrictions on new businesses, moreover, had become much more
difficult, particularly in view of the increasing number of ex-service men
and ex-service women who were trying to rehabilitate themselves .

Revocation of certain supply controls took place in October, 1944, in
respect to a number of regulations restricting the types of goods which
might be manufactured from metals . The removal of these restrictions did
not automatically increase the supply of civilian goods using metal, be-
cause both the materials and the necessary labour were under direct
allocation control. In fact the military set-backs at the end of 1944,
created a renewed shortage of metals . Further restrictive supply controls
were removed early -in 1945, and by V-E Day very few of them remained.

Price and Subsidy Decontrol, 1 945-1946
During 1945 the Prices Board adopted a greater degree of flexibility

in its attitude towards requests for price increases and in the pricing of
new goods coming on the market . Essentiality of the article was no longer
a necessary requirement for obtaining a price increase . The criterion of
"financial need" was also relaxed. The Board was willing to consider not
only the present financial position of the industry but also its prospective
financial -position---during the post-war reconstruction period .

This new policy involved difficult problems. Many firms had been able
during the war to continue to produce cer tain civilian items at the ceiling
priee because of the reduction in over-all costs created by war contracts .
When these war orders were cancelled, the total output of the companies
dropped and the unit cost of producing civilian goods consequently rose
substantially. It was difficult to determine how quickly and to what extent
they would be able to increase their output of civilian goods, and again
reduce their unit overhead costs . Consideration had also to be given to the

f
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effect of the reduction and elimination of certain war taxes, and the
additional incentive given to business by the reduction in the excess profits
tax.'

When necessary the Board granted a price ad j ustment .to a particular
company in an industry, where the industry as a whole could not de-
monstrate that it required financial relief, but where the particular
company could do -so. Also, in special circumstances, it granted a price
increase for a particular item which was being produced at a loss, even if
the company's operations as a whole showed a profit . In certain cases it even
granted an "incentive" price increase, that is, one that could not be justified
by increased costs, for the purpose of encouraging the output of needed
goods ; building materials were a case '-,1 point . A further consideration
in making price adjustments for certain goods, a large proportion of which
are exported to the United States, for example, base metals, wood pulp,
newsprint, etc ., was the price then prevailing in the United States .

Modifications were introduced in the pricing of import goods from
certain countries, such as the United Kingdom and France, which were
striving to re-establish their exports and which had suffered substantial
increased costs during the war. The general policy was to allow goods from
these countries to be sold in Canada at the import price plus a limited mark-
up, thus perraitting greater importations .

The adoption of a more flexible policy on price increases was a step
towards decontrol, for it brought the prices of the articles into a more
realistic relationship to production costs and thus iiearer to the point where
the ceiling could be removed without a substantial increase. No ~Lctual
decontrol of prices, however, took place until February 1, 1946, when the
ceiling was suspended on a fâirly long list of items . Few of these items were
of great importance in daily living costs . At the same time wage controls
were eased, and were finally removed near the end of the year .

In announcing this price decontrol measure the Prime Minister said
that the ceiling was only suspended and not removed from these items .
"Should widespread and unreasonable increases follow," he said, "should
unprincipled speculators attempt, for selfish ends, to abuse this latitude,
the whole policy will be reconsidered . Where necessary, in such cases

ceilings will be reimposed" . A year later the Board did reimpose price
controls on goods which had previously been suspended from the ceiling .

Betwten February and July, 1946, further lists were issued enlarging
the number of items on which the ceiling was suspended. In May, virtually
all capital equipment used in industry and distribution was released from
control . Early in July, a more positive method of decontrol was adopted
by issuing a list of these goods still under control and automatically re-
moving from the ceiling all others . While the number of items that had by .-

then been I•eleased from the ceiling was large, price control sti'_l applied
to almost all goods of every day importance, and to most of the principal

"See Chapter 6, Fiscal and Monetary Policy .
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items contributing to the production costs of industry, farmers and fisher-

men .
Another development in pricing policy, in early July, was the extensio n

_-_~o _-p~tically all .._Import"f the. _piinciplP-1W -w.hLC_li they~ould_be pricedL
at the laid-down cost plus a limited mark-up . This facilitated increased
imports from the United States though these imports had, of course, to
meet competition from domestically produced goods whose prices were
more strictly controlled .

By the summer of 1946, certain economic events had occurred both
in this country and abroad, which seriously interfered with reconversion
and decontrol. The collapse of price control in the United States at the
end of June, and the sharp increases which followed, seriously raised the
cost of imports . Industrial disputes both in the United States and Canada,
caused an acute steel shortage which gravely interfered with reconversion
in the durable consumer goods industries and in other fields . Because of
these developments the government declared its firm intention to hold
Canadian prices,' postponed any further decontrol moves until January,
1947, and restored the Canadian dollar to parity with the United States
dollar as a means of offsetting the rising cost of imports from the United
States .

Some steps were also taken during 1945 and 1946 to reduce or remove
subsidies . The commodities affected included petroleum, various textile
fabrics, jams and jellies, canned goods, fertilizers and fluid milk . During

the second half of the year, there was some reversal of this trend . Higher

import prices necessitated higher subsidies for such important items as
cotton, vegetable oils and coal . Because of the acute shortage of steel,
special subsidies were paid to sustain output and conserve Canadian supply .

Price and Subsidy Decontrol, 19 1j 7
At the end of 1946, and early in 1947, a plan was drawn up which

aimed at the decontrol of most goods and services by the fall of 1947, and
the end of all controls with the probable exception of rentals, sugar, oils
and fats, by March 31, 1948 . It would appear that this plan was in part
based on the expectation that the inflationary upsurge in the United States
might reach its peak by the summer of 1947, and that during the autumn
prices would be declining. This expectation was not realized for a number
of reasons. Rehabilitation on the continent of Europe and in the United
Kingdom was seriously set back by the poor harvest and dislocation of
transport and industry caused by the severe winter of 1946-1947 . The

demand for food and other forms of assistance from these countries was
therefore much larger than had been anticipated . The urgency of granting
help was intensified by the marked deterioration in the European political
situation .

The government also recognized that only the courts could determine
the constitutionality of Dominion government controls over prices, supply ,

'Minister of Finance, House of Com m ons Debates, July 5, 1946 .
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distribution and rentals during the post-war.l It was therefore considered
preferable to embark on gradual and orderly decontrol rather than to run
the risk of the controls being suddenly cut off by judicial decision while in
full operation .

Furthermore, the Prices Board was finding it increasingly difficult
to retain a sufficient number of skilled and experienced péople to administer
the controls. Almost all of the senior officials who were on loan to the
Board from private industry were recalled by their companies by the end
of 1945 or early 1946. The difficulties of maintaining controls in the face
of staff losses was first mentioned by the Prices Board in its AnnualReport for 1944, and became progressively more serious . Reference was
made to this matter by Mr . K . W. Taylor, Chairman of the Wartime PI•ices
and Trade Board, in his testimony before us.

Another problem was the difficulty of obtaining public compliance
with the regulations when the patriotic urge of wartime was no longer
present. As the war receded further and further into the past, there was
a noticeable decrease in public co-operation which was reflected in the
growing number of infractions of the regulations . In part this was
attributed to some confusion as to which goods remained under control .
Evidence was presented that business was also less co-operative than
during the war. As Mr. Taylor put it, in his testimony, the Prices Board
was faced with very little active hostility to price control, but there was
a feeling of irritation on the part of those who were still under control and
who felt that they were being "picked on" .2 He stated that during the war
the Board had received a very high degree of positive co-operation, which
decreased as time went on .

Another problem in obtaining public compliance during the decolit rol
period was the fact that the Board could no longer engage in any educa-
tional activities . We quote from Mr. Taylor's testimony before us :

"Mr Dyde : Coming now to a more final aspect of my line of ques-
tioning I should like to ask if the termination of hostili ties has
affected the attitude of the Prices Board toward conducting in-formation programs on a broad scale on the problems of inflation
and price control ?
Mr. Taylor : As the Commissioners will doubtless know, during the
war the Wartime Prices and Trade Board conducted a prett 3•
elaborate and extensive form of information service, public education
and so on. It was a fairly costly operation . I do not recall the exact
cost, but I think it ran in some years to as high as $1,000,000
or more, for advertising, radio time, and a great variety of other
activities . It became apparent shortly after the cessation of hostili-
ties that there were very grave difficulties about a government de-
partment carrying on that sort of information service. The line

'See Appraisal, Constitutional Issue, page 90.2Eviden ce, Royal Commission on P ri ces, pp. 1968-9 .
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between information and propaganda is a very thin one and is
drawn at different points by different people .
I recall that this whole question was raised, and quite sharply, in
-the House of-Commons- by- persons---in-a}l --sect3ons- of -- the -- House- .
Shortly after the cessation of hostilities it was laid down to us as
a matter of government policy that we should withdraw from a
very large part of this general public relations, propaganda or in-
formation service. Different people use their own terms to describe
it. From that time on we as a Board have done very little in the
way of public information except on a purely factual basis .
When items were decontrolled we would publish an advertisement
showing the list of things decontrolled and the list of things re-
maining under control . When changes were made in the orders-
we still issue a publication called "Food Bulletin", which goes to
all the food trade, including all retail grocers in Canada-that in-
formation was passed along, but this has been strictly a factual
summary of the existing orders . -

Mr. Dyde : During the period of control would y ou say that the
information program was a vital factor in obtaining public com-
pliance with the regulations ?

Mr. Taylor : I would say it was really indispensable . I do not see
how you could otherwise get that measure of almost unanimous
support for the general idea, and in particular, public compliance
with what is inevitably and inescapably a complicated system . I do
not see how that could be obtained without taking a great deal of
time and trouble and going to a great deal of expense in keeping the
people fully informed, not only as to the process and nature of the
ceilings, regulations and mark-ups but also as to the reasons back
of them.

Mr. Dyde : Then the lack of such an information program in
peacetime or at the present time would seriously affect public com-
pliance in any scheme of price control that might have to be imposed
in these days ?
Mr. Taylor : I do not think you could undertake anything but the
very simplest form of regulation of this sort without spending a

--g,reat deal of time and effort explaining why it is necessary o r

desirable and just how it operates. That would have to be carried

through if you are going to get whole-hearted public compliance .right

through to the smallest sections of the trade and eventually right
through to the individual consumer and housewife ."

Finally, emphasis was placed on the tendency of the Courts to give light
fines. As Mr. W. F. Spence, Enforcement Administrator of the Wartime

Prices and Trade Boa j d stated in his testimony before the Commission,'
a small penalty was more harmful to the controls than a failure to prosecute ,

'Evidence, Royal Commission on Prices, P . 1976.
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because it was merely an invitation, both to the person upon whoin it was
imposed and those who might be contemplating similar action, to trans-
gress.

Figures for prosecutions on price infractions do not throw much light
on the difficulty of obtaining public compliance in recent years, because
naturally they declined as the number of controls in force diminished .
Figures for rental prosecutions, however, give a better comparison because
these regulations are still in force . It is, therefore, interesting to find that
in the 12 months of 1946, 470 prosecutions were completed i n respect
to rentals offences while in the first 10 months of 1948, 908 such pt•ose-
cutions were completed .

Following the policy outlined at the beginning of this section, that is,
planning to decontrol almost all goods and services during 1947, five main
decontrol moves took place during the year . In the January move, the list
of items still controlled was substantially reduced, one of the more im-
portant deletions from the point of view of current liv ing expenses being
fresh fruits and vegetables with the exception of apples . A further long list
of items was decontrolled on April 2, 1947, including wool and wool products,
footwear, fuels, motôr vehicles, certain durable goods, and plumbing and
sanitary supplies . On June 9, ceilings were removed from a further list,
dahry products being the most important items of direct interest to the
consumer. Copper, lead, zinc and hardwood lumber were also decontrolled
at this time and some additional items at the beginning of July .

A major decontrol move took place on September 15, 1947, when price
ceilings were lifted on -06'-le majority of goods an d services still remaining
under control, including flour and b read, cotton, jute and sisal fibres and
yarns, all remaining articles of clothing, household furnishings,
hides, skins and leather, softwood lumber and farm machinery and equip-
ment. Labour disputes in the packing . industry caused the decontrol of
meats to be postponed until October 22, on which date feed grains were also
decontrolled. By the end of October 1947, the principal items remaining
under control were sugar, molasses, dried raisins ; currants and prunes,
wheat, the principal oil bearing materials, (flaxseed, sunflower seed and
rapeseed), the more important oils and fats except corn oil and olive oil,
soaps, lard and shortening, primary iron and steel products, tin, and alloys
containing more than 95 per cent tin . Manufacturing processes performed
on a custom or commission basis in connection with goods still under price
control, and custom-or commission packing ._charges on such goods, _ were

left under control. Dried fruits were released from control on December
31, 1947, and oils and fats, soaps, shortening and lard, on August 1, 1948.

In all cases, subsidies were removed before the subsidized i tem was

decontrolled. In some instances the removal of the subsidy took place in
two or three steps, an appropriate price increase being permitted at each

step until final decontrol was reached. In removing price control on goods
that had been subsidized, the Board tried to limit the extent to which
subsidies on goods still held in stock would contribute to inventory profits

I k7.4
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resulting from higher prices following decontrol . This was done in one

of two ways . In some cases the decontrol was staggered, that is, there was
a time lag between the reduction of the subsidy and the consequent price
increases at another stage. Mr. Taylor quoted the textiles field as an

example . When the subsidies on raw cotton were reduced the Board did not
allow price increases at the fabric stage until some time later, and in-
creases in the prices of final garments were not permitted until later

still . In other cases, generally when the bulk of the goods were still in
the hands of that section of the trade which had received the subsidy, the
Board took direct steps to recover the subsidy content of the goods in

stock . '
When goods were removed from the price ceiling the regulations

still required that they should not be sold at a price higher than was
"reasonable and just" . The Board has undertaken certain prosecutions

pursuant to this clause, but with limited success . Mr. W. F. Spence, En-

forceriment-Adrninistrator of the Wartime Prices and -Trade Board,--dis.cussed

this point in his testimony before us .2 Ile said that in 1948 the Board had
issued seven leaves to prosecute on charges with respect to foods and seven

with respect to construction products, chiefly nails. One food and four

nail cases resulted in conviction (with an appeal pending on one of the
nail cases) ; three food and one nail case in acquittal ; two food cases were

withdrawn. In general, Mr. Spence and Mr. Taylor left us with the im-

pression that prosecution on the basis that a price is "higher than is
reasonable and just" has not been entirely successful .

li ( m u vat of Distribution, R atioiting, Licensi.iig and l;xhorl ('ontrob;
In _ general, distribution and related cont rols were removed pari passu

with price controls . The first step in easing the policy of equitable distribu-

tion was in the fall of 1945, when certain goods we re exempted and in

respect to a long list of other goods the policy was made applicable to only

80 per cent of the distributor's supplies, freedom of distribution being

allowed to him for the remaning 20 per cent . In January 1947, a consider-

able number of additional goods were exempted, and all other goods were
placed in the category where the policy applied only to 80 per cent . As

goods were removed from the price ceiling they were automatically removed

f rom the equitable distribution policy, but when ceilings were reimposed
on canned fruits, vegetables and canned citrus juices in the fall of 1947

equitable _ distribution _ requirements were also reimposed .

Direct controls on distribution were relaxed and removed during 1946

and 1947. In 1946 the priority system for the distribution of canned goods
was terminated in most cases, and canned fruits were released from ra-
tioning. The rationing of meat was terminated in March, 1947, though meat-

less days were continued for some months longer. Butter rationing

and the priority system for the distribution of evaporated milk ended i n

'Evidence . Royal Commission on Prices, p . 1970.
2Ibid ., p . 197 5 .
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June. The rationing of sugar was progressively relaxed during 1947 both
by an increase in the anmount of the sugar allowance and by the removal
of various preserves from the list of rationed items. It was finally
terminated in November, 1947.

Licenses for new businesses were in general granted quite freely from
1944 onwards, as has been mentioned earlier . In April, 1947, the licensing
regulations were substantially relaxed, and from then on licenses were z•e-
quired only by those dealing in goods and services still subject to price
control, by businesses using sugar quotas and by all coke and coal dealers .
In November , 1947, all licensing regulations were withdrawn with the ex-ception of those affecting fuel dealers .

Export controls were withdrawn on a number of items during 1946
and 1947, and by the end of the latter year applied mainly to certain
agricultural and lumber products . Export restrictions on livestock and
meats were removed in September, 1948 .

Re ictal and Eviction Decontrol
Decontrol of rentals and eviction followed somewhat different courses

in regard to commercial accommodation on the one hand and housing
accommodation on the other. The former, as has been intimated, was in
relatively better supply than the latter ; furthermore, with the ceiling re-
moved on the prices of all but a few goods and services there was considered
to be little justification for continued rental control on commercial build-
ings. Housing accommodation, however, continued to be in short supply
in spite of the substantial volume of new construction, and the government
came to the conclusion that a general decontrol of either rents or eviction
would cause much social distress .

Commercial accommodation was completely decontrolled by March,1 948. In contrast, in January, 1949, most tenants of housing accommodation
still enjoy security of tenure at rents which, though somewhat increased,
are still under ceiling. Neve r4-heless, the gove rnment took an important
step towards the eventual decontrol of housing accommodation when in
November, 1948, it decided that property then vacant or as it later became
vacant would be free of rental and eviction control. This means that, astenants for one reason or another vacate their present accommodation, a
continually g rowing number of housing units will be decontrolled . It also
means that a tenant can only continue to enjoy the protection of rental
and eviction control by living in the dwelling that he now occupies ; if he
moves to aF ther dwelling, that dwelling, by virtue of the very fact that
it is available for him to move into it, is automatically decontrolled. Let
us examine this decontrol program in detail .

Housing Accommodation

The first provision for a general increase in rentals was introduced
in April, 1947 . A landlord was permitted to charge a 10 per cent increase on
renewal of the lease if he offered the tenant a two year lease which was
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binding for the full term on the landlord but which could be terminated
by the tenant at any time upon 30 days' notice . If the tenant did not
accept this offer, his existing lease would terminate and he could be evicted
as provided for under provincial law . The accommodation would remain un-
der rent control for the new tenant but at 10 per cent increased rate . This
10 per cent rental increase did not apply to housing accommodation newly
built or converted after January 1, 1944, since the maximum ren tals on
such buildings were fixed on a basis to yield a fair return on prevailing
costs of land, labour and materials . Special {- m;vi 51ons allowed a further
10 per cent increase if the tenant was sub1atting three or more rooms
under more than one sub-lease and if no inci•eabï already been granted
on those grounds. The basis for granting an increase on the grounds that
the current rent was lower than prevailing rate, which had been re-
introduced earlier for apartments, was broadened .

In March, 1947, steps were taken to give some relief to landlords who
were suffering hardship under the total "freeze" of leases . The first to
receive consideration were those who had purchased houses between March
31,194A;, and July 25, 1945, the date on which the "freeze" becamv effective.
Landlords who had purchased houses prior to March 31, 1944, had been in
a positive to give six months' notice which became effective before the
"freeze", and those who purchased houses after July 24, 1945, did so in
full knowledge of the "freeze" . Purchasers between these two dates, how-
ever, had acted in the belief that they could dispossess the tenant on six
months' notice if they themselves wished to occupy the premises ; they
had then been prevented from so doing by the order .

In March, 1947, provision was made to permit landlords of hou ss ing
accommodation purchased between these dates to apply for permiasion
to recover such accommodation. The application was to be made before a
Court of Rental Appeal, which in making its decision was instructed to
take into account the relative needs of the landlord and the tenant for the
accommodation . In August, 1947, this principle was extended to permit any
landlord who had become the owner of his accommodation before January
1, 1947P to apply for recovery of his premises for his own use, and Commis-
sioners were appointed at numerous centres throughout Canada to hear
these applications .

In October, 1948, there was a further relaxation . All landlords who
had owned their premises prior to November, 1947, if they needed the
accommodation as a home for themselves were permitted to dispossess their
tenants according to provincial law, but with a minimum of six months'
notice. At the time, all other landlords were permitted to apply to the
Commissioners for the right to dispossess their tenants on the grounds
that their needs were greater .

In June, 1947, rental and eviction control was lifted on all new houses,
apartments and other self-contained buildings completed on or after June
It 1947, to encourage the construction of new housing for rental. In
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October 1948, a landlord was permitted to charge a 10 per cent increase
in rent at the termination of the current lease if the maximum rental did
not already reflect a 10 per cent increase under the 1947 Order . In
addition, any landlord who provided heating might increase the rent by five
per cent . Under the sanie Order, all housing accommodation untenanted at
November 1, 1948, or becoming untenanted thereafter was freed of rental
and eviction control .

Commercial Accommodatio n

The first steps towards the decontrol of commercial rentals were taken
at the end of 1945 . Provision was made that if the landlord and tenant
were both willing to enter into a five year lease, the rent could be fixed
at any level agreeable to both parties. At the same time, a list was
established of a number of situations which might be the basis for an
application on the part of the landlord to dispossess the tenant, such
applications being heard by the regional Deputy Administrators . Some of
these situations were : when the landlord would make better use of the
land ; when another occupant would provide substantially more employ-
ment of a permanent character ; where suitable alternative accommodation
was available for the tenant ; where the landlord was a hospital or charitable
institution requiring the accommodation for its own purposes ; or if the
landlord or his son wished to re-establish a business which was interrupted
by wartime conditions.

In March, 1947, landlords of commercial accommodation were per-
mitted a 25 per cent rent increase if they were willing to give a two year
extension of the lease, the extension being binding on the landlord for the
full term but terminable by the tenant on 30 days' notice . If the tenant
was not willing to accept the two year lease he could be dispossessed under
provincial law, and the property then became free of rent and eviction
control. At the same time, all commercial accommodation which was un-
tenanted on March 1, or later became untenanted, was released from rental
and eviction controls, as also was property in respect of which the landlord
and the tenant agreed on a three year lease.

In June 1947, rental and eviction controls were lifted on certain types
of commercial accommodation, including gasoline service stations let by
the refineries or distributors, automobile parking or sales lots, meeting
halls and motion picture theatres . It was then announced that complete
decontrol of all commercial accommodation would become effective on
March 8, 1948.

Shared Accommodation, Boarding and Rooming House s

Regular boarding houses, that is those serving two meals a day, were
released from rental and eviction control in October, 1947. In January
1949, rooming houses and other shared accommodation are still under
control .

G
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Hotels
Restrictions on the accommodation of conventions by hotels wer e

terminated in November, 1945 . Resort hotels and boarding houses were
decontrolled in March, 1947, and all other hotels a month later .

?1

&-im.position of Certain Controls, 19 47-19 ,~ 8
In November, 1947, the plans of decontrol were again modified . Gener-

al inflationary forces in Canada continued to be strong, both f rom the

internal pressures of high purchasing power and the external pressures of
high import and export prices. The introduction of import restrictions
to conserve United States dollars created new problems . Certain sections .

of the trade took advantage of this intensified shortage of supply to push
prices up beyond the point considered by the government to be j ustif ied
by increased costs . The government had repeatedly emphasized, when re-

moving ceilings, that it retained the power to replace them if unjustified
price increases should occur. Consequently in November, 1947, the Prices
Board re-imposed ceilings on the more important canned fruits and vege-
tables, as well as on carrots, and instituted mark-up control on canned
citrus fruit juices and on imported citrus fruits, grapes and cabbages. All

of these commodities had been affected by the import restrictions .

In 1948 price ceilings were re-imposed on three commcditie~ ~~,4re
the increase could not be attributed to the prohibition of impot . ' ~►

January, 1948, the ceiling was re-imposed on butter . In February, 1948, the

price of certain fertilizers and fertilizer materials was rolled back . In

the summer of 1948 when the,contract price of wheat was raised from

$1 .55 to $2.00, a subsidy was paid to cover the increase with a view to

stabtilizing bread and flour prices . Bread prices did rise in some areas
however, and in August, 1948, a ceiling was re-imposed on both bread and

- flour. In the autumn of 1948, when import restrictions were removed
or relaxed on certain fresh fruits and vegetables, these items, when
imported, were automatically placed under mark-up control .

The effect of these re-impositions of ceilings was to give Canada dur-
ing the latter part of 1947 and in 1948 a measure of selective price control .

PART IV : APPRAISAL

GENERA L

Looking back at the war period, we are impressed by the remarkable

stability of consumers' prices . There can be little doubt that this degree

of stability would not have been achieved without the timely introduction
of the over-all price céiling late in 1941 and what we believe to have been
the efficient, determined and imaginative way in which it was ad-

ministered. But we do not believe that the price ceiling by itself could have

held prices from rising. A price ceiling is like a lid on a boiling pot . It can

be held down only if the pressures within the pot do not become excessive .

©
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Therefore, although for reasons which we give elsewhere, it would

have been impractical to use fiscal and monetary measures with sufficient
rigour to prevent prices from rising under the conditions that existed in
Canada in wartime, they were an indispensable part of the stabilization
program. High rates of individual taxation helped to keep consumer spend-
ing down to manageable proportions. Taxes on corporations, particularly
the excess profits tax, took much of the profit out of war . They helped to
reduce the pressures from labour for a larger share in the gains and from
Canadians generally for relief in individual inco .rn.e tax.

Although wages were never held under a rigid ceiling, a substantial
degree of wage and salary control was maintained and seems to have been
indispensable.' It is significant in this connection that except on rare
occasions, wage increases were not recognized during the period of the
over-all ceiling as justification for the payment of subsidies or for price
increases. Export controls, import subsidies, and foreign exchange control
too, were indispensable. Without them a sufficient supply of essential goods
could not have been kept in Canada, and rising prices for imports would
soon have made the domestic ceiling unworkable . Even so, if it had not
been for the timely control of prices in the United States early in 1942,
we think it would have been exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to
have held the line in Canada . It should not be overlooked too, that although
the over-all ceiling was maintained more or less intact at the retail level
for some four years, there was, in fact, a considerable increase during
that time in returns to Canadian producers, made possible by the payment
of domestic subsidies on a large and rising scale .

Over and above all else, we are convinced that the lid was kept on
largely because the people of Canada were determined to keep it on .
Persuaded by a skilful and extensive publicity campaign, they held them-
selves and each other in check . The retention of the price ceiling became
an integral part of the war effort, or as one witnf;ss put it "the public
support of price controls was a patriotic duty" .-"

There may be some argument as to whether or not an over-all price
ceiling was the right policy or whether it would not have been better to
have permitted somewhat greater flexibility . It is possible that a less
rigid policy might have made post-war adjustments less difficult . But
this is arguing after the fact. In 1941, we were engaged in an all-out war
effort and it was prudent public policy to anticipate the worst, and to
prepare for it . Nonetheless, the very success of the over-all price ceiling
did add to the post-war difficulties of restoring the free market system .

We considered whether or not, in view of the rapid rise in prices
following decontrol, the wart-ime price ceiling should have been continued
longer. Because of the representations and evidence of groups speaking for
a significant proportion of our people requesting a re-imposition of controls
and their belief that there should not have been decontrol at all, it consti-

'See Chapter 7, Yrices and Wages .'Evidence, Ro y al Commission on Prices, p. 1974 .
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tuted a most pressing matter for our examination, and was one of the
most difficult questions for us to answer .

We are aware, of course, that the validity of federal price controls in
peace time is in question and that however desirous the Federal government
may or may not have been to continue them its authority to do so is open
to challenge in the courts . This question is considered at length in the last
part of this section. Apart from this, however, it seems to us that the
vital issue was whether it would have been in the general interest to
attempt to hold to a price line that could only have been held by a degree
of government intervention without parallel either in war or peace .

To have held prices at the 1941 level, would not have meant merely a
continuation of the kind of intervention that had been necessary to ho ld
the price ceiling in wartime . For, while the ceiling held prices down below
the levels which would have prevailed under open market conditions in
wartime, it must be remembered that Canadian prices in fact never diverged
very far from United States prices which were also under control and
there was a reasonably close relationship between internal costs and prices .
At the end of the war, however, both import and export prices and internal
costs began to move upwards and away from the Canadian wartime ceiling
level. We have the testimony of Mr. K. W. Taylor that :

" . . . even if the price ceiling policy had been continued in full
effect there would almost certainly have been a very considerable
rise in prices . To have held the old ceilings in the face of increases
in both domestic and import costs would have involved enormous ,
increases in total subsidy payments and at the same time could not
have avoided hampering and restrictive effe e.ts on production." '

To put it bluntly, the continuation of the wartime price ceiling into
the post-war period would have fixed on the country a structure and level
of prices quite remote from reality which could only have been maintained
by the most detailed and elaborate kind of government planning and
direction. At one time there might have been reason to hope that as war-
created shortages disappeared, demand and supply would come into balance
at price levels not far above or even at, or below, ceiling prices. But events

turned out otherwise .

We find ourselves in agreement with the decision not to continue and
augment the wartime controls . We are satisfied that the preservation of
1941 prices far into the post-war period under totally different domestic
and world conditions would have been not only impractical, but econoA
mically highly undesirable .

Could another ceiling have been established and held at a somewhat
higher level? We have considered this possibility and it seems to us that
there would " have been one well-nigh insuperable obstacle . That obstacle

would have been the establishment of a new over-all ceiling in the immediate
post-war period before prices had settled down to an equilibrium level .

'Evidence, Special Committee on Prices, p . 60 .
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The 1941 price ceiling adopted a relationship in the pricing system ,vhich
had been established in the market . In a period of inflation the process of
adjustment of prices and costs is rough and its continuity is marked by
uneven pushes and pulls . The actual setting of every price in the economy
is the more difficult in a period of inflationary unbalance because in price
setting it is first necessary to determine an econo rnic balance of every
factor by artificial means rather than by the normal process of adjustment
of supply and demand .

To have re-imposed the ceilings after the war would have involved
the re-fixing of prices at every step of production and distribution at a level
so unrelated to the realities of the economy that their ,,u&e,, in the post-war
period would have been wholly impracticable and undesirable . .Moreover,
in a peace-time economy there could be no discrimination in pr,ce setting
between essential goods and luxury goods, or essential i~6! v cés+and luxury
services. Also every wage and every salary would have to be set and con-
trolled. Perhaps these measures could have been adopted to the
satisfaction of both consumers and producers, but we very much doubt it .
In any case, unless the new ceiling had been fixed at levels reasonably
close to levels which would have been established on the open market,
the degree of government intervention might not have been much less than
if the original ceiling had been retained .

We considered also the serious administrative difficulties in operating
over-all price controls in peacetime . Briefly these are :

(a) An over-all price ceiling produces a large number of extremely
complex problems . If the system is to function, these problems must
be solved quickly, fairly, and efficiently. This implies a fairly large
and extremely competent staff of experienced officials . During war-
time such a staff was obtained largely by borrowing senior official s

, from industry and trade, because personnel with the necessary
experience could not be obtained elsewhere . In peace-time conditions
private companies could not be expected to continue lending their
top officials to the government and the government could not attract
these men to its service permanently unless it could offer permanent
employment and could pay salaries on a scale much higher than
those now being paid . Without a competent staff, inefficiencies
of administration are inevitable .

(b) Continued acceptance of controls by the trade and by the general
public could not be expected without an - extensive educational
campaign explaining both the need for the controls and the details of
the regulations . As Mr. Taylor said in his testimony befoie us,
such a campaign is "really indispensable" in obtaining public com-
pliance. It does, however, cost a lot of money ; and in peacetime might
well be identified with political propaganda .

(c) Experience since the war has shown in many instances, an unwil
ness on the part of the courts to impose on those who bre ak th e
regulations a penalty sufficiently large to deter would-be offenders .

.,.
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Whether or not the actual process of decontrol followed was in every

respect the best under the circumstances is a matter of judgment. In our
opinion it was wise to move gradually rather than to remove all controls
at once, both to lessen the shock of adjustment and with the hope that
demand and supply might come into better balance before the process
was complete. 'rhere undoubtedly was a point, however, beyond which the
retention of particular controls over prices on the 1941 base while other
prices were free would have prodt:~ed serious inequities a nd distortions . '

Two control 3 related to, although above the 1941 ceiling, are still in
effect,' namely, those on house rents and sugar, and a few have been re-
imposed in the pi)st-war period of which the ceilings on bread, flour and
butter and mar : .: ; ) controls on certain imported fruits and vegetables, are
the most importana . A consumers' subsidy is also bein g paid on flour.
This led us to make inquiries as to the practicability of some form of
selective price control rather than over-all price control during the post-
war period . We asked Mr . Taylor for his comnlents and reproduce below a
few excerpts from the evidence :

"Mr. Taylor : When you get beyond these industries or types of
industries which are either public utilities or som ewhat analogous
to public utilities, the problem of selective price control becomes
extremely difficult and complicated . There is the whole question

of costs. Costs vary a great deal between different producers and
the different sections of the country . Particularly when you get
into non-standardized commodities there is the que stion of quality,
grading and definition, and the question of markets .
Mr. Dyde : . . . There are, however, at thepresent time such select-
ive controls . IIow are these various difficulties handled in such

selective controls? For instance take the case of rising costs .

Mr. Taylor : The problem is less difficult if it is generally assumed
that you are either on the way in or on the way out . In other words,

if it is regarded by the industries concerned as a temporary situation.
We have these selective controls now, and the difficulties are very
real, and there is a certain degree of unrest in the controlled in-
dustries. They feel that they have been discriminated against ; but
the very fact that they had to assume that this is a temporary

situation means that the problems are not insoluble . We do some-

how work our way through them.
There are costs which are rising, the uncontrolled costs, and there
is bound to come a point, if these costs continue to rise, when we
either have- to revise our views on the _ partic ular price ceiling in

question or extend the controls into these cost elements .

Mr. Dyde : Do you find from your recent expd~rience that there is
any considerable degree of complaint from thes (,, controlled industries

on these items, for instance, such as being di :,criminated against or

squeezed on mounting costs ?
) Autumn, 1948 .

i
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Mr. Taylor : Oh yes. I have had meetings in the last few months
with the baking industry, where they have been very vocal on the
point of discrimination on the one hand and the uncontrolled costs
in certain parts of the operations on the other. They feel that they
have, so to speak, been picked on, and they do not like it. They are
not actively hostile but they certainly have a sense o .!- grievance
that they have been selected for these particular controls . "

As we see it, selective price control may, be justified under exceptionalcircumstances for a temporary period. It may, for example, be justified
by a temporary restriction of imports for exchange conservation purposes
which, if allowed to affect prices, might res ult simply in a fortuitous profit
to domestic producers and, if some impor ts are permitted to imp orters,
Selective price control, combined with subsidies, may also be justified as a
means of slowing down the wage-price spiral, on the assumption that
the rise in the cost of living is temporary and will soon be replaced by a
decline. In specific cases of acute shortages of important commodities direct
controls may be necessary to ensure that the scarce supplies are directed
to where they will best serve the national interest .

Except under such circumstances it i s doubtful, however, if selective
price control has much to commend it in ordinary time. It is bound to be
discriminatory . It is extremely difficult and complicated to administer .
Most important of all, and particularly if subsidies are paid on the con-
trolled goods, selective controls are more likely to augment the in flationary
gap between demand and supply than to reduce it . If a general attack on
inflation is to be made, the weapons should, in the main, also be general,
directed to bringing the flow of money available for expenditure into
equilibrium with the supply of goods and services available for purchases .

CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY OF THE PARLIAMENT OF CAri .~ I)A
TU I';STABLISH AND MAINTAIN PRICE CONTROLS

The courts have recognized the constitutional authority of Vie Parlia-
ment of Canada to enact laws for price control during time of war and the
transition period from war to peace . We are here concerned wii;l: the
question "Has the Canadian Parliament authority to continue price co :itrol
measures indefinitely or to enact new laws of this kind in peace-time con-
ditions ?" We believed it would be useful to make a statement of the various
views and opinions held as to the extent of the authority of Parliament
in this matter and to set them out in order to examine this problem .

In order to clarify the discussion it should be noted that legislation
affecting prices may operate to produce different effects, and may be for
different purposes and of different scope. Our consideration will be con-
fined to legislation of one type ; that controlling prices by means of a
genèral over-all ceiling, similar to that imposed during the recent war for
the purpose of minimizing inflationary conditions in the economy .
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T h6A practical operation of such legislation renders it necessary to
control all matters - that affect the consumers' price, such controls to
operate at the importer's, manufacturer's, wholesaler's and retailer's level .
For example, to maintain control over the price of men's shirts would re-
quire, among other things, steps to ensure the importation of raw cotton
or fabric at related prices, control over manufacturing costs and selling
prices, and regulation of wholesaler's and retailer's mark-ups . In gener -~! , a
price control program must regulate terms of the contracts into which
businessmen enter for the acquisition or disposition of property and the
control or use to which they may put the property while it belongs to them .
The contracts may i elate to transactions begun and completed wholly
inside one prr• : ,ce, or to interprovincial or to international transactions .
The problem is, has Parliament the authority, under the Canadian consti-
tution, to make laws to govern all these activities in peace time ?

We have been informed that the crux of the matter lies in the divisio n
of legislative powers between the Parliament of Canada and the legislatures
of the provinces which is set out in sections 91 and 92 of the British North
Ameiica Act. The Canadian Parliamelit by section 91 has exclusive author-
ity to enact measures concerning certain specific subjects together with a
general power "to make laws for the peace, order, and good government
of Canada, in relation to all matters not coming within the classes of sub-
jects by this Act assigned to the legislatures of the Provinces ." The

provincial legislatures, by section 92 are exclusively empowered to legislate
for , r.,Qcified matters, the most important of which is "Property and Civil
ItiigL ; ai the Province" .

The matters mentioned in these sections are matters for the purpose
of dealing with what laws may be made. They are in the nature of le gis-

lative targets . For example, the assignment of the heading " Property and
Civil Rights in the Province" to the provinces does not mean that all laws
that in fact deal with property and civil rights are legislation on property
and civil rights to be enacted by the province . To be so, they must },e laws
for the purpose of dealing with property and civil rights in the province
as su ,,-,h. Regard must, therefore, be had for the essential purpose of a law
in order to classify it within sections 91 or 92 and not merely to the form
of what it deals with incidentally in providing for the main purpose .

Under what power, then, can the Parliament of Canada enact price
control legislation in peace time ?

First, let us consider the specific subjects assigned to Parliament .

These may be grouped into three categories for the purposes of this
discussion :

1 . Criminal law .
2. Regulation of Trade and Commerce.
3. A ll other matters.
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Criminal laws are designed to prevent certain acts or activities . The

elimination of such acts or activities is the whole purpose of the legislation .
It is apparent that the extensive regulation required in price control cannot
be founded on criminal law since offences created to deal with infrac-
tions of the regulations are not ends in themselves but only incidental to
the regulation which is the true object of the legislation .

Decisions of the Privy Council have established that the subject "Tli e
Regulation of Trade and Commerce" is to be interpreted as meaning trade
and commerce from a national point of view . For example legislation re-
garding import, export, or interprovincial transactions may be based on
this power. However, it does not include authority to regulate a p n•ticul a r
trade or industry in matters carried on within a province . Where a law is
for the purpose of regulating the activities of a particular trade or industr y
in a province it has been considered to be for the purpose of dealing Nti•ith
the use of property or the exercise of civil rights in the province . The
Privy Council has stated that "The Regulation of Trade and Commerce"
perhaps includes general regulations of trade affecting the whole Doniinion
but no decision with respect to legislation of the kind under consideration
here has, as yet, been based on this view .

As this latter question is akin to that arising under the general po Nv er
of Parliament, it is not further considered here, and much of the discussion
below in relation to the general power is applicable to the subject "Pie
Regulation of Trade and Commerce" .

The remaining specific matters under parliamentary authority could
be used for purely financial legislation, complementing price control, i )ut
it would not appear that they could be used for legisl ation controlling tt•ans-
actions relating to ordinary commercial commodities within a province .

From the foregoing it is clear, subject to what is said later concerning
"Trade and Commerce", that laws for price control do not as a whole fall
into any of the specific purposes mentioned in the British North America
Act for which Parliament may legislate . Parts of such a program might be
enacted, such as the financial measures complementary to price control,
but no authority exists in these subjects for legislation controlling the
use of property or of contracts relating to matters wholly within a province
for this purpose .

Finally, we must consider the general power of Parliament "to niake
laws for the peace, order and good government of Canada in relation to
all matters not coming within the classes of subjects by this Act assigned
to the legislatures of the provinces" together with the exclusive autliority
of the provincial legislatures to make laws under the subject "TropertY
and Civil Rights" . It is here that obscurity exists . Price control laws nlight
be deerrled to be made under either of these authorities . It is not clear
which is the case and the courts would have to rule on this question . We
have been informed that arguments can be advanced on both sides of
this matter and it would be helpful to consider previous decisions of the

I
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Privy Council which have related to the general power of Parliament and
the provincial authority to make laws relating to property and civil rights .

The Privy Council has stated that Parliament has authority to enact
laws affecting property and civil rights if this is merely the incidental form
of the legislation and the true purpose is to deal with some other problem
which is inherently national . Subsequent to this decision, first made clear
in 1896, 1 further judgments of the Pricy Council gave rise to the "emer-
b•ency theory", which- emphasized that in order for laws enacted by Parlia-
ment under the general power to be valid, they must be as a result of some
exceptional circumstances affecting the welfare of Canada as a whole .
I)uring and shortly after World War I, this emphasis was expressed by
referring to a time of emergency, such as war and the transition from war
to peace, during which the national life may require, for its preservation,
the employment of very exceptional means which may well over-ride
"property and civil rights in a province" . This emphasis led to the belief
that the authority of Parliament to make laws "for the peace, order, andgood government of Canada", was confined to times of national emergency
and in the period of transition from emergency to normal conditions .

In 1946, however, a decision of the Privy Council indicated that the
"emergency theory" was too restrictive and that a time of emergency was
only one instance that gives rise to the authority of Parliament under the
general powers, while there may be others. On this occasion, the Privy
Council stated :

"the true test must be found in the real subject matter of the
legislation ; if it is such that it goes beyond local or provincial con-
cern of interests and must from its inherent nature be the concern
of the Dominion as a whole, then it will fall within the competence
of the Dominion Parliament as a matter'âffecting the peace, order,
and good government of Canada" .-

The general power of Parliament is, therefore, to make laws for the
purpose of dealing with intrinsically national matters .

On the other hand, the authority of the legislatures of the provinces
is to make laws for the purpose of dealing with "Property and Civil Rights
in the Province", as such .

Into which of these categories do laws for the purpose of establishing
price control to maintain a general over-ah price ceiling or to maintain
control of prices of key commodities with the object of minimizing in-
flationary conditions in the economy, as a whole, fall ?

Arguments can be advanced for the validity of legislation enacted by
Parliament for the control of prices as part of a post-war anti-inflationary
program. These arguments can be advanced on two possible lines.

In the first place it can be said that the exceptional conditions which
during the war gave price control an inherently national character continue
to exist in post-war conditions. The disruption of world trade, foreign ex-

' Attorney-General for Ontario v . Canada Temperance Federation, 1946 A .C . 206-208 .
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change difficulties, and the procurement policies deemed necessary to
render aid to exhausted countries bring about the same conditions in
Canada as a whole that existed during the war . This argument may be put
tt ;o ways, either that the exceptional circumstances during the war have
continued into the post-war or that post-war conditions give rise to the same
exceptional circumstances.

In the second place, it can be argued that in any event price control
legislation as part of an anti-inflationary program relates to a matter of
predominantly national concern . It is said "inflation" is a condition that,
from its very nature, relates to the national economy as a whole . Further,
it is argued that inflation is a subject that is similar to the matters that are
specifically mentioned in section 91 as being applicable to Federal juris-
diction such as banking, currency, trade and commerce, and so forth . Aga in,
the stresses on the economy producing inflationary conditions affect the
economy as a whole and price control legislation is essentially one program
to meet these stresses. It is said that legislation having for its effect and
purpose the regulation of the Canadian economy as a whole and not related
to particular persons or trades is legislation for the peace, order aDd good
government of Canada and not a mere regulation of property and civil
rights in the provinces . It is said that such legislation is outside any of
the powers of the provinces in section 92 since no province is empowered
to legislate with a view to regulating the Canadian economic system as a
whole.

Finally, it is said that laws of the type now under consideration have
not yet been before the courts in time of peace and that such decisions
as have been rendered on laws providing for price- control have involved
legislation of a different character. It is said that they are not applicable .

The foregoing arguments can be advanced to justify legislation by
Parliament either under the general power in section 91 or under its power
in relation to "The Regulation of Trade and Commerce". As mentioned
previously, the latter apparently includes power to enact legislation for a
general regulation of Trade and Commerce although not for a particular
trade or indu stry. It is argued that legislation applying generally to all
trade and commerce or even to key commodities because of the general
effect on the trade and commerce of the country as a whole, is justified
under this head.

For these reasons, it is argued that legislation designed to produce
stability in the Canadian economic system, as a whole, even though it
provides for the control of transactions affecting property or civil rights
wholly within a province is not directed or aimed at "property and civil
rights in a province". It merely affects, in a subsidiary and purely in-
cidental way, property or civil rights, while ai rning to regulate a matter
which is intrinsically national in character .

On the other hand, we are informed that the following arguments can
be advanced against the competence of Parliament in this matter. Laws



for price control deal with local trade and transactions wholly within a
province. It is said that the purpose is to this extent to regulate this
trade and these transactions, that is to say to regulate the use of the pro-
perty and the exercise of the civil rights in the province . It is said that
there is nothing inherently national in this part of price control legislation
in ordinary times and that there are no exceptional circumstances arising
out of post-war conditions that justify the continuation of p :ice control
by Parliament beyond the reasonable period that was necessary for transi-
tion from wartime conditions to non-wartime conditions . It is held that the
normal relations of the legislative authorities of Parliament and the provin-
cial legislatures have been restored.

Moreover, there are a considerable number of decisions of the Priv y
Council, indicating that before a matter can be deemed to be predominantly
national the matter must quite clearly have this characteristic .

In several cases for instance, legislation by Parliament providing for
the regulation of the insuranc e business in Canada as a whole was held
beyond the powers of Parliament . In th ose cases it was argued that in-
surance was a business that was inherently national in character but
the Privy Council said that Parliament did not hold this authority to
undertake the regulation of insurance contracts wholly within a province .
Parliament, it was decided, could not regulate a trade or business in a
province ,

A similar view was taken of arguments advanced to support a general
regulation of the grain trade by legislation enacted by Parliament . It was
held that the grain trade was not so predominantly national as to justify
Parliament legislating with regard to every aspect of it . It was further
held that Parliament could not enact laws for the regulation of industria l
disputes and strikes in all employments in Canada . In that case it was
held that local disputes wholly within a province were matters of property
and civil rights and Parliament, under the general power, was not author-
ized to legislate . for the regulation of trade disputes of a local character to-
gether with those of national conce rn under the power of section 91 . Parlia-
ment was held, also, not to have authority to enact a general Unemploy-
ment Insurance Act in 1935, even though this statute was enacted durin g
a period of great unemployment throughout the whole of Canada. This
problem was solved only by an amendment to the British North Americ a
Act.

In all of these cases it was °dic t ed that the problems were not of
such a national character as to>â~ horizer~Parliament to deal with property
or civil rights in the province in providing for them. The necessity of
either exceptional circumstances, or of over-riding national characteristics,
or both, was continually emphasized .

From our general discussion of the legislative powers of Parliament,
it is clear that laws to be enacted under the general power "to make laws
for the peace, order, and good government of Canada", or under the
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specific power "The Regulation of Trade and Commerce" which will not
conflict with the power of the provincial legislatures to legislate for the

subject "Property and civil rights within a province ", must be of an in-

herently national character . This national character~ stic may or may not

be the result of exceptional circumstances which affect Canada as a whole .
It is not at all clear, from our consideration of price control laws, whether
such legislation meets the criteria mentioned above . Forceful arguments

can be made on both sides and we conclude that the situation is very

obscure. In the final analysis, a definitive answer to this question can he

given only by the courts . This obscurity of jurisdiction is one of the most

important problems a program of price control in peacetime would face .


